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$3.5M gift enables Ukrainian Museum
to begin construction of new building
by Helen Smindak

NEW YORK – Thanks to the beneficence of a Ukrainian American entrepreneur, The Ukrainian Museum will have a
spacious new home in 2002.
In an exciting development that
observers called “breathtaking” and
“incredible,” The Ukrainian Museum
received a gift of $3.5 million, enabling it to
proceed with plans for the construction of a
much-needed new building that will provide state-of-the-art accommodations,
equipment, and meeting and exhibition
space for its growing collection of more
than 40,000 fine art objects and other material.
Elated museum officials said work on the
new building, located in Manhattan’s
Ukrainian area, will begin early next year,
with completion expected in the spring of
2002. The new museum will be erected at
222 E. Sixth St. on property purchased by
the museum in 1985.
The magnanimous gift, announced at a
press conference on December 11, is being
added to more than $3 million previously
raised by the museum from members and
other donors in the United States and
Canada in support of a new museum building. While $2.5 million has been allocated
for the building project, $1 million is designated as a “challenge grant” that will match,

dollar for dollar, any additional gifts or
grants received by the museum before
January 31, 2002.
The new edifice will enable the museum
to further its work of collecting, preserving
and interpreting objects of artistic or historical significance to Ukrainian life and culture, and will secure its position as the
world’s leading institution in this field in the
West. At its new location, the museum will
continue to be a part of the existing complex of Ukrainian institutions and businesses in the local neighborhood, and will retain
its membership in lower Manhattan’s busy
and expanding academic and artistic area,
which includes The Cooper Union, New
York University and the Soho art district.
The $3.5 million gift came from Eugene
and Daymel Shklar, whose mission is to
support and promote Ukrainian studies and
culture and to support outcome-based educational, cultural and health-care programs
in Ukraine, Puerto Rico and other areas of
the world. Their philanthropic work is conducted through the Eugene and Daymel
Shklar Foundation, a charitable organization incorporated in California.
Mr. Shklar, based in the San Francisco
area, is a prominent entrepreneur, investor,
co-founder and former executive of several
successful high-tech companies, including
(Continued on page 15)
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Cardinal Lubachivsky dies

As The Ukrainian Weekly was
preparing to go to press, news was
received from Bishop Lubomyr Husar
in Lviv that the primate of the
Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church,
Cardinal Myroslav Ivan Lubachivsky,
had died on Thursday, December 14.
Bishop Husar, who served as the
auxiliary to Cardinal Lubachivsky and
the administrator of the UGCC based
in Lviv, stated: “With profound sadness and pain we hereby announce that
on December 14, at 4:45 a.m. His
Beatitude Patriarch and Head of the
Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church
Cardinal Myroslav Ivan Lubachivsky
fell asleep in the Lord. May his memory be eternal.”
Cardinal Lubachivsky, 86, had been
ailing since 1996. In October of that
year he granted extraordinary powers
to his auxiliary, Bishop Husar, who
had been named just six months earlier
to the newly established KyivVyshhorod Exarchate.
Our Kyiv Press Bureau reported that

Ray Stubblebine/The Ukrainian Museum

Roman Luzhetsky

Cardinal Myroslav Ivan Lubachivsky

Church officials in Lviv said funeral
services would be held on Wednesday,
December 20; no further information
was available at press time.

Scandal revolving around Gongadze case escalates

Ukraine’s legislators view videotape
of bodyguard who taped president
by Roman Woronowycz
Kyiv Press Bureau

Eugene Shklar (second from left) and his wife Daymel (holding flowers) pose with
the model of the new Ukrainian Museum with Board of Trustees President Olha
Hnateyko (left), architect George Sawicki and Museum Director Maria Shust (right).

$1/$2 in Ukraine

KYIV – The scandal surrounding an
audiotape on which the president of
Ukraine and two close confidants allegedly
are heard planning the disappearance of a
Ukrainian journalist escalated on December
12 after Ukrainian lawmakers watched a
videotape in which the person who claims
to have recorded the conversations
explained how and why he bugged the
office of President Leonid Kuchma.
Meanwhile, more stumbling and bumbling by law enforcement bodies has only
added to rising speculation that they may be
tied somehow to the disappearance of journalist Heorhii Gongadze.
The timing of the latest revelations –
while a large number of foreign diplomats
and press have descended on Kyiv for the
closing of Chornobyl on December 15 –
has led some people, including the president
of Ukraine, to conclude that the matter is an
attempt to politically destabilize the state
and besmirch the image of the country.
A packed session hall of the Verkhovna
Rada listened attentively on December 12
as Maj. Mykola Melnychenko said on
videotape that he took matters into his own
hands after he heard the president conspiring to break the law.
“I started making the recording, or to be
precise, documenting the Ukrainian president, after I witnessed – while carrying out
my professional duties – President Kuchma

giving criminal orders,” explained the 34year-old Mr. Melnychenko, who said he
was a member of the president’s personal
security detachment at the time.
Mr. Melnychenko, now in hiding, told
National Deputies Serhii Holovatyi, Viktor
Shyshkyn and Oleksander Zhyr – who
recorded him in the wee hours of December
7 in an undisclosed place in a country in
Western Europe – that as a personal bodyguard for the president he had unlimited
access to the president’s office and surrounding chambers. He explained that he
used a digital recording device, which he
placed behind a couch in Mr. Kuchma’s
office to record the conversations.
Mr. Melnychenko, who has a wife and
baby daughter reportedly still in Ukraine,
explained that he was driven by a sense of
patriotism and responsibility in carrying out
the task against the person whom he had
sworn to protect with his life. “After I found
out about the criminal order and the implementation of this criminal order, I was
prompted to begin documenting these conversations,” said Mr. Melnychenko.
He also explained that he does not
believe he betrayed anyone because in his
oath he “pledged allegiance to Ukraine and
the Ukrainian nation.”
“I did not swear to Kuchma that I was
going to fulfill his criminal orders. My conscience is clear in that respect,” added Mr.
Melnychenko in his last remark on the tape.
(Continued on page 3)
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Closure of Chornobyl: the end of an era?
ANALYSIS

by David R. Marples

On December 15 Ukraine’s authorities
will close the Chornobyl nuclear power
station permanently, as part of the country’s agreement with the G-7 countries
and the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development. The
latter have agreed to finance the harnessing of two new reactors in western
Ukraine: Rivne-4 and Khmelnytskyi-2.
The capacity of the two new reactors will
maintain Ukraine’s portion of nucleargenerated electricity at 46 percent of the
total output.
The Chornobyl station was conceived
30 years ago by the USSR Ministry of
Power and Electrification, and the first
reactor unit came on line in 1977. The
reactors were graphite-moderated
RBMKs constructed only in the USSR,
and they were built in twins. Chornobyl
was Ukraine’s only graphite-moderated
plant, was located 80 miles north of the
capital of Kyiv and seven miles south of
the border with Belarus. Prypiat, a town
for reactor workers, with a population of
45,000 in 1986, was located two miles to
the north, and the town of Chornobyl,
with a population of 10,000, is seven
miles to the south.
In April 1986 at the time of the disaster, Chornobyl had four reactors in service, with Units 5 and 6 under construction. Similar stations were operating near
Leningrad, at Kursk, and at Ignalina in
Lithuania. Another RBMK under construction near Smolensk was redesigned
in midstream as a water-water pressurized (VVER) complex.
The accident of April 26, 1986, which
arose from a test on safety equipment,
blew the roof off Unit 4 and spewed
radioactive products into the atmosphere
for the next two weeks. The wind initially blew the cloud to the northeast and
northwest over the territory of Belarus,
Poland and the Baltic states, but after
four days the winds changed direction
and the cloud moved southward over the
city of Kyiv and into the Kirovohrad
region. The Kyiv May Day parade took
place on schedule, though Ukraine’s
Communist Party leaders had ensured
that their grandchildren were safely
removed beforehand.
The Soviet authorities maintained
silence about the event for 40 hours, and
David Marples, a professor of history
at the University of Alberta, is author of
three books on Chornobyl. He has visited
both the nuclear plant and the contaminated regions on several occasions.

then the local authorities evacuated an
area six miles in radius around the reactor. On May 2, after Politburo officials
Yevgenii Ligachev and Nikolai Ryzhkov
arrived on the scene, that area widened to
18 miles (30 kilometers). However, the
authorities did not reveal the full extent
of radioactive fallout for three years.
Today, it is estimated, nearly 6 million
residents of Ukraine, Belarus and Russia
live on contaminated land, including 3.2
million people in Ukraine. The most discernible health consequence to date has
been thyroid cancer among children,
caused by radioactive Iodine released in
the first week after the explosion. About
3,000 children suffer from the disease,
which was negligible prior to the accident. Ukraine’s Vice Minister of Health
Olha Bobyleva reported last year that
1,200 children have this form of cancer,
and four children have died to date. The
peak of thyroid cancer, which has also
affected adults, is expected in 20012005.
Information about the number of victims proved very hard to ascertain. Not
only was all health information about the
effects of Chornobyl classified, but the
authorities had placed the official death
toll at 31 and refused to raise it despite a
plethora of future casualties – including,
incidentally, two chairmen of the rotating
government commission formed to deal
with the aftermath of the disaster.
The main victims of the accident were
initially firemen and first-aid workers,
and more recently members of the teams
of decontamination works (termed ”liquidators” in the former Soviet Union). Of
the 350,000 liquidators who came from
Ukraine, over 12,500 have died, most of
them in the 35-50 age group at the time
of death. Of the 12,500, health authorities determined that over 4,300 passed
away from causes directly attributable to
Chornobyl.
Similar figures are found in Belarus,
which was affected by high-level fallout
in about 20 percent of the republic. In
both republics the health statistics make
grim reading, with dramatic rises in all
types of morbidity since the accident
(though the incidence of leukemia
remains within the European norm and
the illnesses are not necessarily related to
Chornobyl). In remote regions the soil
remains highly contaminated, especially
with radioactive cesium, but the majority
of the population lives off the land and
consumes radioactive products.
In 1994 the International Atomic
(Continued on page 14)

U.S. and Ukraine sign defense agreement

WASHINGTON – The United States
and Ukraine signed a Plan of Cooperation
for 2001 that is designed to meet “mutually agreed upon goals” and continue their
Cooperative Threat Reduction Program.
The agreement was signed on
December 5 at NATO headquarters in
Brussels, Belgium, by Secretary of
Defense William Cohen and Ukrainian
Minister of Defense Oleksander Kuzmuk
while the two men were in Brussels for
the NATO defense ministers’ meeting.
The U.S. Department of Defense reported
that Secretary Cohen and Minister
Kuzmuk signed the annual Plan of
Cooperation between the U.S. Department
of Defense and Ukraine’s Ministry of
Defense.
Building on the first plan, signed in
1993, this bilateral plan sets out defense

and military cooperation activities
between the two countries for 2001.
Cooperation between the defense ministries in 2001, is designed to meet mutually agreed upon goals in eight main focus
areas, including interoperability, force
professionalization, civil-military affairs,
defense structuring and resourcing, and
military technical cooperation.
Engagement activities and U.S. assistance will specifically meet Ukrainian
goals set out in its Defense Reform and
Restructuring Plan through 2005. The
Cooperative Threat Reduction Program,
the hallmark program of U.S. engagement
since 1993, will continue with activities to
assist Ukraine in eliminating weapon systems covered by START as well as the
infrastructure for weapons of mass
destruction.
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EBRD approves loan for N plants

KYIV – The European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development has
approved a $215 million loan for completing the construction of two nuclear reactors,
one each at the Khmelnytskyi and Rivne
power plants, the Eastern Economist Daily
reported on December 8. The bank made
the loan conditional on the closure of the
Chornobyl plant, the International
Monetary Fund’s resumption of its loan to
Ukraine, and Kyiv’s written pledge to
enhance nuclear safety standards. The loan
is to be repaid over 18 years. The total cost
of the reactors’ completion is estimated at
$1.48 billion. (RFE/RL Newsline)
Ukraine called economically “unfree”

KYIV – Ukraine ranked 133rd in the
Heritage Foundation annual rating of economic freedom, which was presented by
and published in The Wall Street Journal.
With a 3.85 rating, Ukraine moved down 17
positions compared to 1999 standings. The
rating was developed based on 50 economic indicators grouped into 10 major categories, such as trade policies, taxation,
black market and government interference.
According to the rating, Ukraine is classified as a country “mostly unfree” economically. Top spots in the rating are taken by
Hong Kong, Singapore and Ireland. North
Korea is ranked last. (Eastern Economist)
Analyst cites end of U.S. election myth

KYIV – The elections in the United
States proved the end “of the big political
myth of American classical democracy,”
said the director of the Institute of Politics,
Mykola Tomenko. He offered his opinion
that the current state of the U.S. elections is
similar to elections in post-Communist
countries. Prof. Tomenko commented: “We
will see many interesting things [connected
to] counting and re-counting votes, including pressure from relatives and officials.”
(Eastern Economist)
Kuchma questioned in slander case

KYIV – Procurator-General Mykhailo
Potebenko said on December 8 that he has
questioned President Leonid Kuchma in
connection with the slander case against
Socialist Party leader Oleksander Moroz,
Interfax reported. Mr. Potebenko added that
investigators have also questioned Internal
Affairs Minister Yurii Kravchenko and
presidential administration chief Volodymyr
Lytvyn, whom Mr. Moroz accused, along
with the president, of being behind the disappearance of journalist Heorhii Gongadze.
“They all think that [Moroz’s accusation] is
slander [based on] a fabricated material,”
Mr. Potebenko noted. He noted that Mr.
Moroz has already been interrogated twice,
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adding that the Socialist Party leader “diplomatically avoids [answering] some questions.” (RFE/RL Newsline)
President provides bodyguards for Moroz

KYIV – President Leonid Kuchma has
issued a decree ordering the secret police to
protect Socialist Party leader Oleksander
Moroz’s life for three months, Interfax
reported on December 7. The presidential
press service said Mr. Moroz had addressed
a letter to the State Protection Directorate
requesting such protection. Mr. Moroz had
publicized an audio recording that allegedly
reveals Mr. Kuchma’s complicity in the disappearance of journalist Heorhii Gongadze.
(RFE/RL Newsline)
Journalist shares Kuchma’s commentary

KYIV – Studio 1+1’s Olha Herasymiuk,
in an interview for the newspaper Segodnia,
alleged that President Leonid Kuchma
never trusted journalists. In the interview,
she relates episodes not included into her
program “Several Days with the President,”
which was broadcast on the first anniversary of Mr. Kuchma’s re-election as president. Mr. Kuchma allegedly said that he
thinks “journalists are aggressive and are
trying to get him to say something extraordinary.” Another quote from Mr. Kuchma
that was not included in the program was:
“I don’t want to be loved – let them criticize
me – but why do they mar my dignity and
plague my family?” (Eastern Economist)
Rada passes balanced 2001 budget

KYIV – The Verkhovna Rada on
December 7 voted 249-126 with four
abstentions to approve a zero-deficit budget
for 2001 in the bill’s third and final reading.
The bill projects consolidated budget revenues at 52 billion hrv ($9.6 billion U.S.)
and forecasts inflation at 23 percent.
Finance Minister Ihor Mitiukov commented
that the 2001 budget is the “most realistic”
budget since Ukraine declared its independence. A balanced budget is crucial if the
International Monetary Fund is to resume
its 2.6 billion loan. (RFE/RL Newsline)
Banking law approved in second reading

KYIV – Ukraine’s lawmakers approved
a bill on banks and banking activities in its
second reading on December 7, reported
the Eastern Economist Daily. The bill stipulates that the minimum statutory reserves of
a regional bank must be at least 1 million
euros ($880,000 U.S.) or 3 million euros for
banks operating in “larger areas.” The statutory reserves of a nationwide bank must be
at least 5 million euros. The adoption of the
banking law was one of the International
Monetary Fund’s requirements for resuming its loan to Kyiv. (RFE/RL Newsline)
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(Continued from page 1)
The bodyguard said that, in addition to
what is heard on the tape recordings he
made – in which individuals speak of having Mr. Gongadze kidnapped by Chechen
rebels or simply returned to Georgia, the
journalist’s country of birth – he had heard
Mr. Kuchma issue directives to the heads of
the tax police, state militia and security
services to eliminate opposition newspapers
and “orders to executive bodies and courts
to repress the activities of national deputies
who were working against him to change
things.”
Mr. Melnychenko named National
Deputies Hennadii Balashov, Serhii
Holovatyi, Yurii Kostenko, Yulia
Tymoshenko, Oleksander Tkachenko,
Oleksander Moroz and Yevhen Marchuk as
some of those who were mentioned by the
president.
The former presidential bodyguard’s
assertions increased speculation about the
authenticity of the audio cassette and the
involvement of President Kuchma, his chief
of staff, Volodymyr Lytvyn, and Minister of
Internal Affairs Yurii Kravchenko, whose
voices are alleged to be on the tape recordings, in the disappearance of Mr. Gongadze,
a controversial and outspoken journalist
who disappeared without a trace on
September 16 on the way home from a colleague’s apartment.
Mr. Lytvyn and Mr. Kravchenko filed
criminal complaints of libel and slander
against Mr. Moroz the day after he made his
assertions.
Then, in a televised address to the nation
on December 6, President Kuchma denied
that he was in any way linked to criminal
actions. “I have acted and will continue to
act within the boundaries of the law,” he
said.
On December 13, the day after the
videotape was played in the Verkhovna
Rada, the president’s spokesman,
Oleksander Martynenko, continued to insist
that the audiocassette was a falsification,
part of a concerted political campaign to
destabilize the presidency and the nation.
“The president never gave orders to any
law enforcement officials on Gongadze or
on any other journalist,” said Mr.
Martynenko.
On two occasions, specifically during his
television appearance and in remarks made
while he was attending the CIS heads of
state conference in Miensk, President
Kuchma indicated that he believes foreign
intelligence services might be involved in a
conspiracy to lay waste to Ukraine’s reputation. He did not specify which countries
might be involved.
The audiocassette that started the political scandal became public on November
28, when Socialist Party leader Oleksander
Moroz, a staunch critic of the president,
told a stunned Verkhovna Rada that he had
materials in his possession that implicate
the president and two of his subordinates
in the disappearance of the Ukrainian journalist.
After making the announcement, Mr.
Moroz played the tape for journalists and
lawmakers. On the tape, which consists of
11 separate conversations, three voices, at
times barely audible, are heard discussing
how to silence Mr. Gongadze, the founder
and publisher of one of the first Ukrainian
Internet newspapers. Mr. Moroz said he
received the audiocassette in mid-October,
and withheld disclosing its contents until
expert analysis concluded that it was
authentic.
The Kyiv Post reported on December 7
that recording specialists in the Netherlands
had ascertained that the recording not a
computer voice dub. The report stated that
researchers from TNO, the Dutch Institute
of Applied Scientific Research, said the
tapes are real, but could not determine
authoritatively that the voices belong to
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Messrs. Kuchma, Lytvyn and Kravchenko
because of the poor quality of the recordings. TNO received the tape for analysis
from Corine de Vries, a journalist of the
Dutch newspaper Volkskrant, which broke
the story after Mr. Moroz announced in
Budapest on November 24 that he would
make the tapes public.
The case of the recordings, video and
audio, took another unexpected turn when
customs officials harassed the three national
deputies who had traveled abroad to meet
with Maj. Melnychenko and videotape his
statements. The lawmakers, who carry
deputies’ immunity from criminal prosecution and are not subject to customs searches
as such, were detained and their belongings
thoroughly searched at Boryspil Airport on
December 8 after they arrived on a flight
from Vienna. The lawmakers carried several copies of the tapes, as well as the original.
Customs officials seized and then mutilated
one of the copies, in the possession of
National Deputy Zhyr – who not coincidentally was chosen for the mission because he
is a colonel in the Security Service of
Ukraine, on leave due to his obligations as a
lawmaker.
During his testimony before the
Parliament, Mr. Zhyr said that, in addition
to the harassment, which occurred even
after the lawmakers identified themselves
and showed documents verifying their status, they had been followed abroad by four
men, whom he described as Security
Service agents familiar to him.
Initially, State Customs Director Yurii
Solovkov told journalists on December 9
that the national deputies inadvertently and
unfortunately had become entangled in an
operation to capture individuals who were
thought to be bringing contraband diamonds into Ukraine, an effort supported by
the Security Service of Ukraine. He had
explained that on that day orders were given
to search everybody arriving at Boryspil.
However, on December 12, after several
leading law enforcement officials, including
Mr. Solovkov, received requests to appear at
an inquiry into the matter during a regular
parliamentary session, Mr. Solovkov presented another version in which he curtly
said that he gave no orders of any sort for
Boryspil Airport on December 8 and that he
had not received any orders from above.
Leonid Derkach, head of the Security
Service of Ukraine, contradicted the
remarks of the state customs chief, when a
few minutes later he affirmed the first version of the story, in which his agents had
taken part in an effort to crack a diamond
smuggling operation at Boryspil and that it
had involved the flight on which the three
lawmakers arrived.
The questioning of the heads of several
Ukrainian law enforcement agencies,
including Minister of Internal Affairs
Kravchenko and Procurator General
Mykhailo Potebenko, as well as Messrs.
Derkach and Solovkov, regarding both the
Boryspil imbroglio and the Gongadze case
took on rather vicious tones at times.
National Deputy Hryhorii Omelchenko
accused Mr. Derkach of having “blood on
his hands” – a charge the Security Service
chief directly denied, while adding that the
lawmaker was slandering him. Other lawmakers cried out “murderer” and “liar,”
while Messrs. Derkach and Kravchenko
spoke.
The law enforcement officials, especially
Mr. Kravchenko, did little to establish their
non-involvement in the disappearance or a
possible cover-up of some sort in the
Gongadze case. When asked whether it was
his voice that was on the audio recording
produced by Mr. Moroz, the state militia
chief replied, “An investigation and an
analysis need to be made to determine
whose voices are found on the tape.”
The diplomatic and noncommittal manner of some of the replies often led to cynical laughter from the ranks of the parlia(Continued on page 12)
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AP Photo / Efrem Lukatsky

Maj. Mykola Melnychenko, who served is a bodyguard for the Ukrainian president,
is seen speaking on a videotape screened for lawmakers in the Verkhovna Rada.
Maj. Melnychenko accused President Leonid Kuchma of giving out “criminal
orders” supposedly linked to the disappearance of journalist Heorhii Gongadze and
described how he had bugged the president, using a digital tape recorder hidden
under a sofa in the president’s office.

BUSINESS IN BRIEF
Macaroni: 26,000 tons and counting

KYIV – The Kyiv Macaroni Factory will increase production this year, stated
Oleksandra Makarenkova, the facility’s chief engineer. Currently the factory produces
26,000 tons of macaroni products with the production capacity of 30,000 tons. With renovated equipment the factory is able to produce world-standard products, said Mr.
Makarenkova. She added the greatest demand is for spaghetti. “There are a lot of small
legal and illegal macaroni factories, and in order to protect ourselves from the fakes we
planned to produce only packaged products. However, the low purchasing ability of the
population does not allow this,” said Ms. Makarenkova. Kyiv Mayor Oleksander
Omelchenko has ordered the allocation of a $3.5 million (U.S.) loan to purchase another
production line for the factory. (Eastern Economist)

Government reports on construction of housing

KYIV – In the first half of 2000 1.18 billion hrv were invested in the construction of
dwellings by enterprises, stated the State Statistics Committee. Private enterprises spent
448.5 million hrv, collective enterprises spent 385.6 million hrv, state-owned companies
spent 343.7 million hrv and non-resident construction firms spent 5.8 million hrv. A total
of 19,900 apartments was constructed, which is 2.9 percent less than in the first half year
of 1999. Nearly 70 percent of private houses were built by private firms or individuals.
(Eastern Economist)

PivdenMash to construct harvesters

DNIPROPETROVSK – The Pavlohrad PivdenMash plant received an order for
construction of 20 German-designed Klaus grain harvesters. The price for one harvester is $160,000 (U.S.). Experts noted that it pays for itself in approximately two
years. (Eastern Economist)

Austrians start sealed lid production

KYIV – Austria’s Fogel & Noot company plans to invest another $1 million (U.S.) in the
Ukrainian-Austrian JV Malva Fogel & Noot-Ukraina which started to produce sealed twistoff lids in May of 2000. Fogel & Noot has already invested $3 million in the project with
VaBank participating in the financing. The new JV can produce up to 150 million sealed
lids a year and production has almost reached capacity. By late 2000 the JV plans to make
(Continued on page 17)
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Ukrainian journalists in North America establish association
by Ihor Dlaboha

TORONTO – Ukrainian journalists from
the United States and Canada revived a venerable Ukrainian journalistic institution during their daylong meeting here Saturday,
November 18.
Some 40 editors, journalists and publicists, who work for or contribute to
Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian media, formalized the establishment of the
Association of Ukrainian Journalists of
Canada and the United States. Such an
organization was first proposed at a worldwide meeting of Ukrainian journalists that
was held in conjunction with the First
World Congress of Free Ukrainians in 1967.
The two primary associations of
Ukrainian journalists in the United States
and Canada served as organizers of the initiative 33 years ago. However, both groups
have been dormant since the early 1980s.
With Ukrainian journalism as well as
Ukrainian media evolving to embrace all
forms of communications, including print,
radio, television and the Internet, the North
American association will solicit members
from all media segments, Ukrainian and
non-Ukrainian, as well as Ukrainian- and
English-language media.
Jurij Klufas, president of Ukrainian
Television Entertainment, Toronto, which
produces the weekly program “Kontakt,”
was elected president of the association.
Other members of the executive board
include: Ihor Dlaboha, The National
Tribune, New York City, vice-president;
Mykahilo Liachowych, Novyi Shliakh,
Toronto, secretary; Oleksander Charczenko,
Radio Canada International, Toronto, treasurer; Oleh Romanyshyn, Homin Ukrayiny,
Toronto; Tania Dakhno, Rodyna, Toronto;

Mykola Duplak, Nadrodne Slovo, Scranton,
Pa.; and Zoryana Onyshchuk, members;
and George Karmanin, chairman of the
auditing board.
In discussing the by-laws and goals of
the association, the participants concluded
that the group should not only be a forum
for communications and networking among
journalists, but should also serve to help
fine-tune professional skills. The association should function as a source of placement information for its membership, especially those coming from Ukraine.
Finally, it was decided that its role should
be to defend the good image of Ukraine as
well as to defend freedom of the press in
Ukraine and the right of Ukrainian journalists, wherever they live and work, to express
their points of view without fear of recrimination.
The plan of action adopted by the group
includes interceding on behalf of arrested
journalists in Ukraine; preparing briefs
about Walter Duranty’s Ukrainian Famine
of 1932-1933; and creating a Ukrainian
journalism website and chatroom.
The inaugural session’s participants
heard several papers about journalism and
the Ukrainian newspaper industry here and
in Ukraine that were delivered by Nadia
Baziv, Lviv, Ukraine; Andrew Gregorovich,
Forum, Scranton; Mr. Dlaboha, New York
City; Mr. Liakhovych, Toronto; and Mr.
Romanyshyn, Toronto.
In the evening the journalists heard a
keynote speech delivered by Victor
Malarek, investigative reporter for CBCTV, who encouraged the group to devote its
energies to uprooting corruption and
defending the downtrodden in North
America and Ukraine.

The Ukrainian Weekly 2000

Throughout its history, The Ukrainian Weekly
has been a chronicler of the times, a reflection of
our society, a purveyor of information, a leader of
public opinion.
To mark the end of this millennium and the
beginning of a new one, the editors of The
Ukrainian Weekly have prepared “The Ukrainian
Weekly 2000,” a two-volume collection of the best
and most significant stories that have appeared in
the newspaper since its founding through 1999.
Volume I, now available, covers events from
1933 through the 1960s.
All subscribers to The Weekly should have
received their copies in the mail. To order additional
copies of this unique book, please use the clip-out
form below.
“The Ukrainian Weekly 2000” is sure to become
a resource for researchers, and a keepsake for
readers. A great gift idea!

A PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT
THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY 2000

●
●

●
●
●

●
●

Number of books

$

VOLUME I

Total cost of books at $15.00 each

____________

Also, I would like to donate to The Ukrainian Weekly Press Fund
(check one): ❏ $25.00
❏ $50.00
❏ $75.00
(
❏ $100.00
❏ Other $ ____________
I would like to subscribe to The Ukrainian Weekly
(check one): ❏ $40.00 (for UNA members) ❏ $50.00

Please make check or money order payable to: The Ukrainian Weekly
Name

$ ____________
$ ____________

Total $ ____________
UNA Bramch Number (if applicable)

Street Address
City

$ ____________

Apt. #
State/Province

Zip/Postal Code

Mail to: The Ukrainian Weekly, 2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280, Parsippany, NJ 07054
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President Bill Clinton issues
statement on Great Famine

Following is the text of a statement
issued by President Bill Clinton on the
occasion of Ukrainian Famine
Remembrance Day 2000. The message
was received on December 7 by the
Ukrainian National Information
Service, which forwarded it to The
Ukrainian Weekly on December 8.
On the 67th anniversary of the
Great Famine in Ukraine, I join the
people of Ukraine and Americans who
trace their roots to that country in
remembering the victims of this atrocity of the Soviet period.
The world community has a solemn
obligation to keep alive the memory of
the innocent men, women and children

who suffered and perished because
they wanted to preserve their way of
life and stood against Stalin’s totalitarian ambitions.
This anniversary is an occasion for
both sorrow and reflection, and it
reminds us that the struggles of
Stalin’s victims, in Ukraine and elsewhere, were not in vain. The people
and the government of Ukraine can
honor them by ensuring that the dream
of an independent, democratic and
prosperous Ukraine is fully realized.
As you mark this solemn anniversary, I commend you for keeping alive
the memory of this tragic chapter of
Ukraine’s history.

Ukraine scores well on statehood, low on civil society,
says senior Canadian newspaper editor and author
by Christopher Guly

OTTAWA – As it approaches the firstdecade mark of its independence next
year, Ukraine has done very well in
building an independent state, but
remains saddled with a very weak civil
society, according to a Canadian journalist whose book on post-Cold War Russia
was recently released in the United
States.
“Ten years ago, the whole notion of an
independent Ukraine was in doubt when
a lot of people were asking how permanent this would be,” said Canadian journalist Chrystia Freeland, author of “Sale
of the Century: Russia’s Wild Ride from
Communism to Capitalism” in a recent
interview with the Weekly.
“There was a lot of hope among some
people in Russia and a lot of fear in
Ukraine and in the diaspora that independence would be a very short-lived
thing,” she explained.
Ten years later, however, Ukraine has
“made a lot of progress” in entrenching
its statehood and “some progress on
building up independent civil institutions,” explained the 32-year-old deputy
editor of The Globe and Mail, one of
Canada’s two national daily newspapers.
“The fact that you had a democratic
transfer of power [in 1994] from
[Leonid] Kravchuk to [Leonid] Kuchma
is a very, very significant political and
democratic milestone.”
Nevertheless, Ms. Freeland, who covered Ukraine’s transition toward independence from 1991 to 1993 as the
Kyiv-based correspondent for The
Economist, said that Ukraine “is still
subject to attack and repression from the
state.”
“And on the economic front, the situation is even a bit worse than it is on the
political side,” she added.
Alberta-born Ms. Freeland on
November 16 addressed a dinner meeting of the Canadian Institute of
International Affairs, where she discussed her experiences covering the former Soviet Union, including a three-year
stint as Moscow bureau chief for the
London-based Financial Times.
In an interview following her presentation, she said that, while Ukraine no
longer supports a Soviet-style command
economy, “Ukrainians have not yet succeeded in building an effective market
economy.”
Holding a master’s degree in Slavonic
studies from Oxford University, Ms.
Freeland spent a year in the late 1980s

Chrystia Freeland, deputy editor of
The Globe and Mail.

studying Ukrainian history and literature
at Kyiv State University during her
undergraduate work at Harvard
University. She last visited Ukraine two
years ago.
Ms. Freeland explained that though
Russia and Ukraine have undergone similar changes since the collapse of the
Soviet Union, there are differences.
“Russia never had the democratic
transition which Ukraine had. So far in
Russia, we have only seen the transfer of
power from a president to his chosen
successor with the ruling clique remaining in power,” she commented.
When it comes to running their own
economies, Ms. Freeland argued that the
two nations “have arrived at a similar
place – they both have broken with communism, but have ended up building
very distorted, very unfair, very corrupt
versions of capitalism. In both countries,
you still have deeply flawed versions of
a market economy.”
However, she said that Ukraine is
“quite lucky” to have Prime Minister
Viktor Yuschenko, one of the country’s
“most reform-minded senior leaders,
who combines a sophisticated economic
approach with an ability to act as a popular politician.”
But Ms. Freeland added that 46-yearold Mr. Yuschenko, the former chairman
of the National Bank of Ukraine, is
faced with overcoming two problems in
the future.
“Acting as prime minister can be a poison chalice, and there’s a long time until
(Continued on page 14)

Conference on Ukraine’s geopolitical imperatives held by Ukrainian Studies Chair in Ottawa
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by Dr. Natalie Mychajlyszyn

OTTAWA – The Chair of Ukrainian
Studies at the University of Ottawa held
the third in its successful and highly
regarded international conference series
on October 27-28. The conference,
“Towards a New Ukraine III –
Geopolitical Imperatives of Ukraine:
Regional Contexts,” considered the critical regional issues facing Ukraine today,
including its bilateral relations with
Russia and Poland, its strategic objective
of rejoining Europe, as well as its foreign and security policy challenges.
Eleven scholars from Canada, Ukraine,
the United Kingdom, the United States,
Germany and Poland presented papers
on these topics.
The keynote address was delivered on
Friday evening of the conference by
Prof. Stephen Shulman, Southern Illinois
University. In his address titled, “NationBuilding and Ukrainian Foreign Policy,”
Prof. Shulman argued that Ukraine’s foreign policy orientation towards both East
and West is a critical and influential element affecting the country’s nationbuilding process, in particular its autonomy, unity and identity. Ultimately, a
European-oriented foreign policy will
strengthen Ukraine’s autonomy and an
ethnic Ukrainian identity; in contrast, an
Eastern-oriented policy will strengthen
Ukraine’s unity and reinforce the dominant Slavic identity.
The succeeding panels were organized
in order to have two perspectives presented on the same theme. The first
panel, on Ukraine-Russia relations, was
chaired by Nestor Gayowsky, Canada’s
consul general to Ukraine in 1991-1992,
and featured papers presented by Dr.
Deborah Sanders, Joint Services
Command and Staff College, United
Kingdom and Dr. Mikhail Molchanov,
University of Victoria, British Columbia.
Focusing on the Ukrainian perspective, Dr. Sanders traced Ukraine’s policy
to Russia since independence and found
three distinct periods: 1991-1994 characterized as confrontational; 1994-1999
characterized as peaceful co-existence;
and the current phase since 1999 as a
return to confrontation. Most importantly, she argued that a future of pessimism
and distrust could be avoided by way of
a more active Western engagement of
Ukraine, as well as the stabilization of
Ukraine’s economy.
Presenting the Russian perspective,
Dr. Molchanov looked at three areas of
the bilateral relationship: security and
foreign policy; economics and trade; and
Russian minorities. He noted several
points of tension where Moscow was
concerned regarding these matters, such
as Ukraine’s double-standard security
and defense policy, its economic debt to
Russia,
and
its
policy
of
Ukrainianization. He concluded that
Moscow’s reactions reflect in part the
likelihood of continued uncertainty and
caution where Ukraine is concerned.
The second panel, on Ukraine-Poland
relations, was chaired by Prof. Piotr
Dutkiewicz of Carleton University, and
included papers by Dr. Olga
Alexandrova, Federal Institute for
Russian,
East
European
and
International Studies, Germany, and
Prof. Grzegorz Babinski, Jagiellonian
University, Poland.
Looking at the relationship from the
Ukrainian perspective, Dr. Alexandrova
Dr. Natalie Mychajlyszyn is coordinator, Center for Security and Defense
Studies, The Norman Paterson School of
International Affairs, Carleton
University, and a director of the Chair of
Ukrainian Studies, University of Ottawa.
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argued that Ukrainian-Polish relations
remain the domain of political elites of
both countries and that the broader public is, by and large, not involved.
Moreover, the widening gap in the social
and economic development of both
countries presents a significant challenge
to the development of a stronger partnership between them. Ultimately, the performance of Ukraine’s economy and
other economic interests such as the possible transportation of Caspian oil
through Ukraine and Poland to Western
Europe will go a long way in determining the quality and depth of this relationship.
From the Polish perspective, Prof.
Babinski noted that there are many common interests between Poland and
Ukraine on the basis of which a stronger
cooperative partnership can be built, but
that relations on the sociological and
mass levels have the potential of stalling
progress in this regard.
The third panel, chaired by Sen.
Raynell Andreychuk, explored Ukraine’s
strategic objective of rejoining Europe
and Europe’s policy towards Ukraine.
Speaking about Ukraine’s European
policy, Dr. Jennifer Moroney, NATO fellow, United States, emphasized that the
relationship between the European
Union and Ukraine remains difficult as a
result of the limited understanding in
Ukraine of the EU as a political rather
than an economic entity on the one
hand, and the failure on the part of the
EU to appreciate Ukraine’s domestic
processes on the other. Thus, as
Ukraine-EU relations remain the prerogative of the elite, she concluded that
cooperation at multiple levels must be
encouraged in order to redress these
misunderstandings. Even so, Ukraine
must aggressively pursue domestic
reforms in order to signal its commitment to its European choice and avoid
being marginalized by Europe and its
most significant institutions.
Dr. Rainer Linder, University of
Konstanz, Germany, addressed the bilateral relationship between Ukraine and
Germany as a case study of the
European dimension. He noted that,
while relations are strong and extremely
positive – particularly at the political and
economic levels, progress is hampered
by two factors: a misplaced German
emphasis on a “Russia first” policy and
by the rhetoric in Kyiv regarding a
European orientation.
The final panel, chaired by Dr. Roman
Jakubow, director of strategic planning
at Canada’s Department of National
Defense, considered Ukraine’s foreign
and security policy challenge.
Speaking from the Ukrainian perspective, Col. Leonid Polyakov, Ukrainian
Center for Economic and Political
Studies, Kyiv, noted that Ukraine’s challenges stem from its geopolitical situation as well as its domestic context. He
considered in his presentation the political, military and economic dimension of
Ukraine’s strategic partnerships, as well
as the domestic sources of potential
threats to Ukraine’s security, such as
secessionist movements and the weak
state of Ukraine’s military forces.
Prof. James Sherr, Oxford University,
United Kingdom approached this topic
from the European perspective, emphasizing in particular the state of relations
between Ukraine and such institutions as
NATO and the European Union.
Ultimately, he argued, Ukraine is a secondary consideration where Europe is
concerned, but that this state of affairs is
as much of Ukraine’s making as it is of
Europe’s, since Ukraine has failed to
present itself as a reliable, reform-minded member of the European community.
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The concluding paper of the conference was presented by Prof. Sherman
Garnett, Michigan State University. Prof.
Garnett noted that the primary question
in considering Ukraine’s future and its
geopolitical imperatives is not whether
Ukraine will survive, but in what condition it will be allowed to survive. In this
respect, ethnic and regional factors are
less of a consideration than are the interests of the oligarchs who are concerned
with accumulating wealth at the expense
of Ukraine’s progress and relations with
Europe. Unless the oligarchs are
removed, Prof. Garnett argued that
Ukraine’s future will continue on a pessimistic road.
The conference was opened by Dr.

Theofil Kis, executive director of the
chair. Greetings and remarks were delivered by Ramon J. Hnatyshyn, chair
patron and former governor general of
Canada; Dr. Jean-Michel Beillard, vicerector for university relations and development, University of Ottawa; Dr. Yuri
Shcherbak, ambassador of Ukraine to
Canada; and Derek Fraser, Ambassador
of Canada to Ukraine.
During the conference summation,
chaired by Dr. Natalie Mychajlyszyn,
remarks were also presented by
Ambassador Shcherbak and Natalie
Melnyczuk Gould, head of the NATO
Information and Documentation Center

MUNICH, Germany – Bishop Platon
Kornyljak, 80, one-time apostolic exarch
for Ukrainian Catholics in Germany and
Scandinavia, died on November 1, following a lengthy illness. He had been a priest
for 55 years and a bishop for 41 years.
Born in Stebni, Bukovyna, Ukraine, on
September 6, 1920, the son of Volodyslav
and Eugenia Grybowska, he studied at the
Pontifical University Urbanianum, earning
a baccalaureate in philosophy in 1941 and a
doctorate in sacred theology in 1946, and at
the Pontifical University Gregorianum,
where he was awarded a licentiate in philosophy in 1947 and a doctorate in philosophy in 1948.
He was ordained by Bishop Ivan
Buchko in Rome on March 25, 1945. The
Rev. Kornyljak emigrated to the United
States in 1948 and was assigned as an
assistant pastor to Ss. Cyril and Methodius
Church in Olyphant, Pa.
Later that year he was named assistant at
Immaculate Conception Cathedral in
Philadelphia, where he served until 1952.
In 1950 he was appointed to serve as secre-

tary to the metropolitan-archbishop of
Philadelphia, and then, in 1952 he assumed
the role of chancellor of the Archeparchy of
Philadelphia, a position he held until 1958.
He was appointed the first apostolic
exarch of Germany on April 17,1959.
It was via the apostolic letter “Cum ob
Immane” that Pope John XXIII had established an exarchate in Germany “to make
provisions for the community of those who
on account of the war fled from Galicia and
Carpathia, and settled and dwell in
Germany.”
The Rev. Kornyljak was ordained a
bishop on July 7 in Immaculate Conception
Cathedral by Archbishop Constantine
Bohachevsky, Bishop Ambrose Senyshyn
and Bishop Joseph Schmondiuk.
Bishop Kornyljak served as exarch until
illness forced his resignation on Jan 14,
1996.
A funeral liturgy was celebrated
November 7 in Protection of the Blessed
Virgin of May Cathedral in Munich.
Interment was in Waldfriedhof Cemetery.

(Continued on page 23)

OBITUARY: Bishop Platon Kornyljak,
former apostolic exarch in Germany

– Reprinted from The Sower, November 26.

Ukrainian National Association Estate
Foordmore Road
(845) 626-5641

Kerhonkson, New York 12446
FAX: (845) 626-4638

Come Spend the Christmas Holidays at

SOYUZIVKA
Celebrate with us on January 6th and 7th, 2001

Standard Rooms $90.00 per person, $160.00 per couple
Deluxe Rooms $100.00 per person, $180.00 per couple
Children 13-17 meals only – $40.00
Children 4-12 – $20.00, Children under 4 – free
Rates include overnight accommodations with a
Traditional Christmass Eve Supper of 12 Courses.
Breakfast and a choice of turkey or steak for lunch on Christmas Day
Extra nights stay available at a Bed & Breakfast rate
of $60.00 per couple – standard / $70.00 per couple – deluxe
TAXES AND GRATUITIES INCLUDED

Traditional Christmas Eve Supper
by advanced reservation only
$20.00 per adult,
$10.00 per child (12 and under)
Taxes and gratuities included

Please call for additional information
as to Liturgy and Meal Times
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Report of the Auditing Committee of the Ukrainian National Association
The Auditing Committee, in accordance with the UNA By-Laws, on November 2830 conducted a review of the business operations of the Ukrainian National
Association for the first nine months of 2000. The previous audit was conducted in
early May of this year, and it covered the entire year of 1999.
1. Implementation of decisions of the 34th Convention of the UNA

The delegates to the 34th Convention adopted a series of resolutions which were
transferred for implementation to the General Assembly and Executive Committee of
the UNA. The summary of resolutions implemented was published in previous reports
of the Auditing Committee.
As of the end of October the state of implementation of decisions of the 34th
Convention remains unchanged.
2. Financial Department of the UNA

For the first nine months of 2000, the UNA’s profit was $306,000, and the surplus
grew by $305,000 to a total of $7,284,000. This is the first time in 11 years that the
UNA surplus has increased (with the exception of 1997, when the surplus increased as
a result of the sale of our headquarters building).
In 1999 there were one-time expenses associated with the review of the UNA conducted by the insurance authorities of New Jersey, the Y2K problem, the closing of
the Canadian office and other matters. Since these expenses did not recur and because
the full effects of the downsizing of personnel in 1999 were felt in 2000, there was a
significant reduction of the deficit in 2000.
The space occupied by the UNA Home Office on the second floor of its corporate
headquarters was reduced by 13,000 square feet, and that space will be rented. The
Executive Committee has signed contracts for rental of nearly all this space, with the
exception of 2,000 square feet, which will soon be rented. The new building has
become profitable. During the first three quarters of this year income was $128,000;
next year it will increase significantly.
3. UNA Publications: Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly

As of the end of October the number of Svoboda subscribers was 7,476, while The
Ukrainian Weekly’s subscribers totaled 6,831. In comparison with the end of 1999,

ATTENTION, SOYUZIVKA PATRONS
THE TELEPHONE AREA CODE FOR SOYUZIVKA
HAS CHANGED FROM 914 TO 845.
YOU MUST USE THIS NEW AREA CODE
WHEN CALLING SOYUZIVKA.

the number of Svoboda subscribers increased by 17, while the number of Weekly subscribers declined by 74.
The deficit of both publications for the first nine months of this year was $138,000
(of which Svoboda’s deficit was $62,000). In comparison let us note that for 1999
their deficit totaled $246,000. In accordance with the budget for 2000, the deficit of
both publications should not exceed $100,000 annually.
The editorial staffs of both publications and the administration are continuously
working on improving the contents of the papers, gaining new subscribers and
increasing advertising income and donations from readers.
4. Soyuzivka

Summing up the season at Soyuzivka for the year 2000, it should be noted that despite
income that was higher by $66,000 and expenses that were lower by $19,000, the activity
during the summer season was completely unsatisfactory due to a rainy summer.
The Executive Committee is constantly searching for new ways to increase
Soyuzivka’s income because all realistic possibilities to further decrease expenses
have been exhausted. With this in mind, the Executive Committee obtained three proposals from consultants concerning the expansion of the season. It hired one of these
firms, Dayman, Lune & Goldsbury, P.C. This firm reviewed the business activity of
Soyuzivka and presented its proposals on September 18. These proposals will be the
subject of discussion during the General Assembly meeting at the beginning of
December of this year.
It must be concluded that without a drastic increase in income and additional capital improvements Soyuzivka will remain deficit-producing and will have a negative
influence on the future of the UNA.
5. Organizing Department of the UNA

The Organizing Department is one of the most important cells of our institution
because new members are the guarantee of the UNA’s future. In addition, the more
new members we have, the more we collect on membership dues, which is an indicator of the general management of the UNA.
In accordance with statistical data, as of September 30, the UNA had 51,258 certificates, of which 25,884 are dues-paying (active) members and 25,374 are paid up. The
UNA has no professional salespersons. The agreement with Western Catholic Union is
no longer effective because the UNA was not ready with new insurance plans due to
the fact that the insurance authorities of the state of New Jersey had not approved proposed new insurance plans.
The director of the Organizing Department, National Secretary Martha Lysko, continues the program of merging inactive branches or those that have few members. It
should be noted that during the report period all secretaries and organizers received
new insurance rate books. In order to introduce the new rate books, organizing seminars were held in nearly all districts through the efforts of the Organizing Department.
The Executive Committee deserves commendation for increasing the minimum
amount of insurance on all classes, as well as for dividing those classes into two categories – smokers and non-smokers – which made it possible to lower membership
dues by 30 to 40 percent.
6. Miscellaneous

During 1999 the insurance authorities of the state of New Jersey conducted their
regular triennial audit of the UNA. The firms Arthur Andersen, Pricewaterhouse
Cooper and others were hired to work on this review. The final report of this audit was
published on June 5. The recommended changes are being put into effect.
The computer system used by the UNA must be upgraded in order to continue IBM
support of its programs.
In conclusion, renewed sales of life insurance policies and annuities, as well as further decreases in expenses, especially in the realm of fraternal activities, will renew
the growth of the UNA. The UNA has the financial strength to support all its actions
if concrete steps continue and time is allotted for them to become effective.
The Auditing Committee calls on not only UNA members, but on the entire
Ukrainian patriotic community to become subscribers to UNA publications and to
donate to their press funds in order to decrease their deficit.
For the Auditing Committee:
William Pastuszek, chairman
Stepan Hawrysz, vice-chairman
Dr. Alexander Serafyn, secretary
Myron Groch, committee member
Yaroslav Zaviysky, committee member
(Translated by The Ukrainian Weekly)

Mission Statement

The Ukrainian National Association exists:

■ to promote the principles of fraternalism;
■ to preserve the Ukrainian, Ukrainian American and Ukrainian
Canadian heritage and culture; and
■ to provide quality financial services and products to its members.

As a fraternal insurance society, the Ukrainian National Association
reinvests its earnings for the benefit of its members and the Ukrainian
community.
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PHOTO FOLLOW-UP: The 2000 annual meeting of the General Assembly
KERHONKSON, N.Y. – Seen in the
photos on this page are scenes from
this year ’s annual meeting of the
Ukrainian National Association’s
General Assembly held at the fraternal
organization’s resort, Soyuzivka, on
December 1-3. On the right, UNA officers, auditors, advisors and honorary
members of the General Assembly are
gathered at the Shevchenko monument
for a brief ceremony in tribute to the
UNA’s patron. In the second row of
photos (left) Advisor Halyna Kolessa
addresses the meeting, as Svoboda
Editor-in-Chief Irene Jarosewich (seated left) and Advisor Barbara Bachynsky
listen; (right) Advisor Al Kachkowski is
at the podium, while President Ulana
Diachuk takes notes and Soyuzivka
Committee members Vice-President
Stefko Kuropas and Advisor Taras
Szmagala Jr. discuss their committee’s
report. On the bottom of this page:
Among the honorary members who
participated in the General Assembly’s
sessions were (from left) Taras
Szmagala Sr., Dr. Myron B. Kuropas
and Anatole Doroshenko (the newest
honorary member).

Roma Hadzewycz

NOTICE TO UNA SECRETARIES AND ORGANIZERS

The 2000 Membership Campaign ends December 22, 2000. Therefore, we will
accept applications of new members only through December 22, 2000.
We urge you to make every effort to fulfill your quota and mail in your applications early
enough to reach the Home Office by December 22, 2000.

UNA HOME OFFICE

NOTICE TO UNA MEMBERS AND BRANCHES

Members and Branches of the Ukrainian National Association are hereby notified that
with the ending of its fiscal year, the Home Office of the UNA must close its accounts and
deposit in banks all money received from Branches.

no later than noon
of DECEMBER 22, 2000

Money received later cannot be credited to 2000. Therefore, we appeal to all members of
the UNA to pay their dues this month as soon as possible and all Branches to remit their
accounts and money in time to be received by the Home Office no later than noon of FRIDAY, DECEMBER 22, 2000.

Insure and be sure. Join the UNA!

Notice is hereby given that Branches which send their dues in late will be shown as delinquent and in arrears on the annual report.
UNA HOME OFFICE
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A focus on Soyuzivka

The Ukrainian National Association’s General Assembly, its highest decision-making body between quadrennial conventions, met at its annual session on December 1-3
to discuss the past year and look to the future of what is the largest Ukrainian fraternal
organization. It was a significant meeting, as the UNA Treasurer Stefan Kaczaraj
reported that, for the first time in 11 years, UNA had seen an increase in its surplus.
For the first nine months of 2000 the surplus grew by $300,000. Clearly, then, the
UNA has turned a corner.
The treasurer also reported major progress in the financial situation of the UNA’s
two newspapers, as the combined deficit of Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly was
$138,000 – that’s down by more than $100,000 from the year before and by more than
$400,000 from 1998 (during the first half-year of which Svoboda was still a daily). To
be sure, the newspapers still must rely on a sizable subsidy from the UNA, which provides those funds as part of the fraternal activities it – as a fraternal organization –
sponsors for the benefit of its members and the entire Ukrainian community.
Another of the UNA’s fraternal activities, the beautiful and unique Soyuzivka
resort, was the focus of attention at the 2000 annual meeting. Though there was much
concern, perhaps even consternation, over the financial picture of this gem in the scenic Catskills (the Shawangunk range, to be more precise), there was also a genuine
commitment to the resort’s future. General Assembly members agreed that the UNA
and the Ukrainian community need and want Soyuzivka; that, as the resort’s motto
goes, “There’s no place like Soyuzivka.” The resort plays host to so many different
segments of our community; it is a necessary part of our community’s life; indeed, it is
a resource to be treasured and used on both the personal and organizational levels.
There was strong agreement also that the UNA should continue to maintain an active
role in Soyuzivka.
That said, however, it must also be noted that General Assembly members recognized that the resort cannot continue to operate with the serious deficits it has been
incurring. That is why the Standing Committee on Soyuzivka, meeting during the
General Assembly’s annual session, determined that it needs to raise capital outside of
the significant subsidy provided by the UNA. Thus, it has taken upon itself the task of
developing, within the next six months, a comprehensive business plan for the resort
that would encompass improvements to facilities, programming and staffing. The
committee also sought, and was granted, the responsibility of considering funding
options that would enable Soyuzivka to make those improvements.
Committee members like UNA First Vice-President Stefko Kuropas and Advisors
Taras Szmagala Jr., Alex Chudolij and Wasyl Szeremeta, have said they intend to look
into novel options to save Soyuzivka – and to make it better than ever. And we believe
they can succeed, since this group of younger UNA activists is one that has experienced first-hand the benefits of Soyuzivka and now wants to ensure that these benefits
are available to their children, those of their peers and succeeding generations.
Purchased by the Ukrainian National Association in 1952, Soyuzivka has served
three generations, many of whose members – grandparents, parents and kids – still
enjoy visiting the resort. For them it is like a second home, always welcoming, always
cherished. The goal of the UNA today is to make Soyuzivka attractive to each new
group of Ukrainians and to ensure that “Suzy-Q” is available for future generations –
for their vacations, weddings, family reunions and holidays, for their organizations’
conferences, business meetings and social functions. Viva Soyuzivka!

Dec.

22

Turning the pages back...

One year ago, on December 22, 1999, Ukraine’s president and
Parliament were on the same wavelength, as both were focused
on the priority of economic reform. While President Leonid
Kuchma looked on approvingly, national deputies across the
political spectrum joined to give their overwhelming approval to National Bank of Ukraine
Chairman Viktor Yuschenko’s nomination as Ukraine’s next prime minister.
Our correspondent reported from Kyiv that Mr. Yuschenko received 296 votes in favor
of his candidacy out of 316 deputies present. Twelve deputies cast their ballots against Mr.
Yuschenko, while four registered themselves as present but abstained from voting. The
remaining 136 deputies, some absent, did not vote. Three members of the usually rabidly
leftist Progressive Socialist Party – headed by Natalia Vitrenko – broke party ranks to join
the heavy majority supporting Mr. Yuschenko’s candidacy.
The lopsided legislative victory marked a critical success in President Kuchma’s efforts
to build a working parliamentary majority to accelerate the pace of Ukrainian economic
reforms – one of his key campaign promises.
One of the biggest barriers to implementation of more radical Ukrainian economic
reform was a long-standing impasse between Mr. Kuchma, who advertised himself as a
business-friendly centrist, and largely leftist parliamentary deputies. Mr. Kuchma nominated the 45-year-old Mr. Yuschenko after the Verkhovna Rada shot down his first nomination,
long-time political ally Valerii Pustovoitenko on December 14.
A little more than a week later, politicians across Ukraine’s political spectrum were registering their support in favor of President Kuchma’s second choice for prime minister.
“Viktor Yuschenko is the kind of professional Ukraine needs right now,” said National
Deputy Stepan Havrysh, a Revival of Regions faction member.
Mr. Yuschenko made clear that his short-term goal as prime minister was to deal with
Ukraine’s foreign debt by stabilizing its finances. Ukraine faced $3 billion worth of foreign
obligations coming due in year 2000 alone, and commercial lenders stopped advancing
credit in mid-1998. “We should admit that for a very long time this state has lived beyond
its financial capabilities,” Mr. Yuschenko said in his acceptance speech. “We have no choice
but to put our financial house in order.”

1999

Source: “Verkhovna Rada overwhelmingly approves reformer Viktor Yuschenko as prime minister” by Stefan Korshak, The Ukrainian Weekly, December 26, 1999, Vol. LXVII, No. 52.
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The UAV, a national charter and November elections
by Taras Szczur

The recent November elections, still
causing controversy and confusion across
the United States, also caused a minor setback for the Ukrainian American Veterans.
The UAV, which is trying to obtain a
national charter, has lost five of its cosponsors either due to election losses or to
a change in the Senate.
For over 25 years the Ukrainian
American Veterans have been in pursuit of
a national charter that would put them on
an equal footing with other veterans’
groups, such as the American Legion and
Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Rep. David E. Bonior (D) of Michigan
had introduced and sponsored legislation
(H.R. 3463) to grant the UAV a national
charter. Prior to the November elections
Rep. Bonior was making progress on the
bill, having attracted 67 co-sponsors.
Losing Rep. Merrill Cook (R-Utah), Rep.
Forbes (R-N.Y.), Rep. Bob Franks (RN.J.), Rep. Ron Klink (D-Pa.) along with
Rep. Deborah Stabenow (D-Mich.) who
won election to the Senate, caused an
unforeseen setback for the measure.
During the 53rd National UAV
Convention, which was held in Warren,
Mich., Rep. Bonior not only pledged full
support to the veterans but also impressed
them with his knowledge of current events
in Ukraine.
Promising to honor the sacrifices made
by the Ukrainian American soldier in times
of conflict and peace, Rep. Bonior said he
seeks to erase the constant problems associated with bipartisan politics and the current moratorium on federal charters. But a
moratorium has not stopped several minority groups from obtaining a charter during
the same period.
“The important thing is to try to get up
to 100 co-sponsors by year’s end so that
when the bill is introduced into the House
of Representatives in the spring of 2001 a
solid foundation for the passage of the bill
would have been established,” explained
Rep. Bonior.
While some may argue that a federal
charter is just a symbolic gesture to a veterans’ group, it should be noted that they
are not fully informed on the issue.
In Yonkers, N.Y., for example, the
Central Committee of War Veterans overseas the activities and functions of all 19
veterans’ groups in that city of 200,000
people. According to the committee’s bylaws the Ukrainian veterans are unable to
participate in any of their functions or even
belong to it. This is a common problem
throughout the United States, wherever the
UAV has a post. A national charter would
allow local posts to participate in such
organizations and have a say in the planning of such events as Memorial Day and
Veterans’ Day parades.
Since joining the UAV in April 1999
Yonkers Post 301 has been involved in
several humanitarian projects that have
received much media attention. As a result,
the Yonkers Central Committee of War
Veterans made an amendment to the bylaws to accept the Ukrainian post into its
ranks. Now the UAV has two representatives holding office in the YCCWV: Post
Vice-Commander Nicholas Skirka serves
on the Auditing Committee and this writer,
Post Commander Taras D. Szczur, is the
current vice-chairman and head of the

Memorial Day Parade for 2001.
A state charter is available to those
states that have more than three posts.
Buffalo, Spring Valley, Brooklyn and New
York City currently hold state charters
from New York. But for other states where
there are less than three posts the local
UAV post becomes an outcast.
If passed by the House of
Representatives, the bill granting a
national charter to the UAV would also
have to be passed by the Senate within a
two-year period. Rep. Bonior, who won
re-election, also applauded the efforts
and support of Rep. Benjamin Gilman
(N.Y.), who added the Jewish War
Veterans as an organizational endorser.
Prior to the conclusion of the UAV convention, outgoing National Commander
Steven Szewczuk was thanked for his
lobbying efforts in Washington in regard
to the national charter.
The Ukrainian American Veterans were
founded over the Memorial Day weekend
in Philadelphia in 1948. The Ukrainian
American Military Association (UAMA)
works in conjunction with the UAV in providing a wealth of information about current or past military-to-military exercises
with Ukraine in which UAMA members
act as translators soldiers.
In his book “Ukrainian American
Veterans, 1948-1998: Historical Analysis
And Evaluation,” UAV Past National
Commander Dmytro Bodnarczuk, Ph.D.,
traces individual Ukrainian participation in
the U.S. military back to the Revolutionary
War. Maj. Kocak of the Marine’s (World
War I), Pvt. Nicholas Minue of the Army
(World War II) and Peter Tomich of the
Navy (World War II) are Ukrainian
Americans who were awarded the
Congressional Medal of Honor.
In addition to their pursuit of a national
charter, the UAV and UAMA are conducting an ongoing project of trying to document all Ukrainians who served in the
U.S. armed forces, whether during a period of conflict or simply in the role of
peacekeepers.
Cold War Recognition Certificate applications are available for those whose honorable service time took place between
September 2, 1945, and December 26,
1991. Applications for lost/replacement
DD214 (separation from active duty) are
also available. These forms are available to
family members of deceased veterans.
For more information on the UAV or
UAMA contact Taras D. Szczur at (914)
376-3272 or email x-marinesgt@aol.com
The UAV National Executive Board
for 2000-2001 is composed of: National
Commander Matthew Koziak (Highland
Park, N.J.); Vice-Commander Bohdan
Samokyszyn (Parma, Ohio); Finance
Officer Wasyl Liscynesky (Parma,
Ohio); Adjutant Peter Polnyj (Brooklyn,
N.Y.); Judge Advocate Anna Krawczuk
(Holmdel, N.J.); Quartermaster Stephen
Kostecki (Plymouth, Mass.); Chaplain
Dorothy Budacki (Mogadore, Ohio);
Welfare Officer John Stolar (Parma,
Ohio); Scholarship Officer Eugene
Smereka (Youngstown, Ohio); Historian
Vasyl Luchkiw, Ph.D. (New City, N.Y.),
also a past national commander;
Publication/Public Relations Officer
Taras D. Szczur (Yonkers, N.Y.); UAMA
Chief Operating Officer Maj. Yurij B.
Holowinsky, USAFR.
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Love and Ukraine’s 10th birthday party
by Oksana Bashuk Hepburn

When Mykola Zhulynskyi, vice prime
minister of Ukraine, traveled to Canada
this past July, he shared his government’s
vision of how Ukraine might celebrate its
first decade of independence.
The anniversary on August 24, 2001,
will be a great event: it has been centuries since Ukraine sustained 10 years
of independent rule. The vice prime minister mentioned several birthday projects:
a pantheon to Ukraine’s freedom fighters
spanning the centuries, a monument to
victims of the Great Famine, and a celebration of diaspora talent. All are wonderful initiatives.
Shortly after Ukraine gained independence I asked a political scientist friend
what he would do to secure Ukraine’s
new place in the world were he in charge.
Three things, he said: ensure independence; make international friends, instill
love for Ukraine among the people.
Ukraine has done well on the first
point. And it counts many Western powers, including Canada among its friends.
But that matter of love at the man-onthe-street level in the bleak times
Ukraine is experiencing just now may
need a little work.
Fortunately Ukraine has Dr.
Zhulynskyi in the position of vice prime
minister for humanitarian affairs. Softspoken, sensitive, a writer and pre-independence defender of Ukraine’s freedom,
he is the right man to generate love for
the country. This is not an easy task
when taxes are stifling, jobs are scarce,
salaries inadequate, economic stagnation
unrelieved, exports insignificant and the
population is in decline.
And, as if all that were not enough,
there is the domination of the Russian
language and messages in the predominantly foreign-owned broadcast and print
media blocking national content and the
growth of national identity – all the
Oksana Bashuk Hepburn is the president of U-CAN, a consulting firm specializing in Canada-Ukraine relations,
and national president of the Ukrainian
Canadian Professional and Business
Federation.

while adding insult to injury by threatening Ukraine with human rights violations
on the grounds of restrictions on the use
of the Russian language.
What a load! Despite this, Ukraine is a
diamond that’s having it rough. There is
some light on the horizon, thanks to
Prime Minister Viktor Yuschenko’s
reforms, but more won’t hurt, will it? So
for the 10th birthday party there is a need
for more sparkle to the lives of the citizens to generate more love all around.
Here’s one Canadian’s birthday present list: a present for every year of independence:
1. 10 percent reduction of personal
and business tax;
2. 10 percent increase in pensions;
3. 10 percent increase in job creation;
4. 10 percent increase in salaries;
5. 10 percent growth in GDP;
6. 10 percent growth in production
and consumption of indigenous goods;
7. 10 percent growth in exports;
8. 10 percent increase in Ukrainian
content in the media;
9. 10 percent drop of immigration;
and;
10. 10 percent subsidy to mothers to
stimulate the birth rate
How will all this fine love stuff get
funded? That might be the birthday present from First Vice Prime Minister of
Economic Affairs and the present from
Prime Minister Yuschenko and, above
all, President Leonid Kuchma. Moreover,
all the good international Yurii
Yekhanurov friends that Ukraine has –
Canada among them – might give fine
presents from the heart, too.
After all, Canada is the No. 1 country
in the world because it provides most of
us with many of the items on the list.
And we love it. But at one point, some
110 years ago when things were as bleak
here as they are in Ukraine today, and
Canada was the backwater of the world,
the Ukrainians came with their human
capital and grain to help transform it into
what it is today. Indeed, about 1 million
are still contributing to its success.
One generous gift deserves another,
and when better to give than on a birthday? What do you say to that, Canada?
What do you say, Dr. Zhulynskyi?

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Transliteration:
it’s not “vsio ravno”
Dear Editor:

Your November 26 issue contains Dr.
Bohdan Vitvitsky’s excellent speech concerning Ukrainians’ respect for our language. Commenting on the ease with
which too many Ukrainians accept
Russification, Dr. Vitvitsky hits the nail
on the head when he points out how “we
allowed ourselves to internalize the inferiority complex that the Russians have
been feeding us for decades reaching into
centuries.”
This certainly explains, as Dr. Vitvitsky
so vividly illustrates, why we accept the
Russification of our language by “those
who for centuries have tried to make us

disappear ... who for centuries have treated us with contempt, ... who murdered
millions of our countrymen, ... who even
to this day deny that we are a nation, ...
who lied to us about our history, who our
heroes really were, who we really were.”
That same issue of The Ukrainian
Weekly contains stories and pictures of
Ukraine’s Ambassador to the United
States Kostyantyn Gryshchenko. In the
ambassador’s surname the Russian “G”
replacing the Ukrainian “H.” Apparently,
it is “vsio ravno” as Dr. Vitvitsky notes
in his brilliant focus on the voluntary
Russification of our language.
Leo Iwaskiw
Philadelphia, Pa.

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Weekly spells
the ambassador’s last name in accordance with his expressly stated wishes.

The Ukrainian Weekly welcomes letters to the editor and commentaries on a
variety of topics of concern to the Ukrainian American and Ukrainian Canadian
communities. Opinions expressed by columnists, commentators and letter-writers are their own and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of either The
Weekly editorial staff or its publisher, the Ukrainian National Association.
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BY ANDREW FEDYNSKY

Onward to the 21st century
In two weeks, it will be 2001.
According to my son, that’s when the
21st century really begins. There was no
year 0, he patiently explains, so we started our calendar with AD 1. The next millennium, therefore, begins on January 1,
2001. I look at him and wonder. “Where
has the time gone? When did he get to be
so smart?”
Ten years ago as we got ready for
New Year’s Day 1991, my wife and I
were enjoying the new baby we had just
brought home. He didn’t do much then:
he ate, messed his diapers, kicked his
feet and cooed happily or cried to get our
attention. Now he’s playing Beethoven
on the piano, reading thick books about
wizards, and running a hectic schedule
that straddles his American and
Ukrainian worlds. What a difference
between him now and what he was a
decade ago, yet if you were to look
closely any two days running from the
last 10 years, you wouldn’t be able to tell
the difference in him from day to day.
Is it any different with the events that
flow inexorably from one day to the next
until suddenly there’s a narrative, a story
that ends up in the history books our
children bring home from school? “In the
1960s and 1970s,” a textbook might say,
”the Baby Boom Generation came of
age, while America underwent enormous
social changes precipitated by the Civil
Rights Movement and the Vietnam War.”
There might be a photograph of the
Woodstock Music Festival or Neil
Armstrong walking on the moon.
You look in the assignment book:
“Answer four questions and be ready for
a test.” So you help your child with his
homework and later, before you go to
sleep, reflect on the fact that he was
studying your youth, only it took him 15
minutes to cover the entire decade you
and your generation spent in high school
and college. Day by day, season after
season, from kindergarten to your first
job and beyond, you experienced a hundred thousand impressions a day, until
now you’ve reached this point where the
cars you once drove are in museums and
the baseball cards you threw away are
wrapped in cellophane and priced as
expensive antiques.
Besides school, our son dances with
the Kashtan Ukrainian Dance Ensemble
in Cleveland. I look at the other kids at
practice: they look just like their parents
did when we all went to Ukrainian studies school so long ago. What’s equally
eerie, though, is to look at the kids I used
to play with, now grown up and just like
me, bringing their children to dance practice. They look just like their parents did
way back when. Now, like my wife and
me, they’re working to perpetuate the
same institutions that helped us, by and
large, grow up to be good people, good
Americans. The community endures.
That’s not to say that things haven’t
changed. At the Ridna Shkola Saturday
School, the quality of the Ukrainian language is much poorer than it was when I
was a kid. As for the dancing, I don’t
remember us being as good as the kids
are now.
What’s really different, though, is the
community’s relationship to Ukraine.
Growing up, I remember Ukraine as a
kind of mythical paradise that had been
usurped by evil forces. The community’s
mission in America was to redeem the

homeland we kids had never seen. Our
calendar revolved around commemorations: in January, it was the 1918 independence day; March was Shevchenko;
Captive Nations in July; Halloween was
always disrupted by the November 1
anniversary of Western Ukraine’s independence. We marched, we sang, we
went to liturgy, we listened to speeches,
we recited poems – to no avail, it
seemed. Back then, Ukraine was never a
factor in world events. No matter how
many letters to the editor we wrote,
newspapers and magazines still identified
the Soviet Union with Russia. If Ukraine
were mentioned at all, it was always with
the article “the,” proceeding it, just like
the Midwest, the Yukon or the
Panhandle.
As imperceptibly as winter gives way
to spring, Ukraine’s irrelevance evolved
into a public mention here and there,
usually in the context of human rights,
the dissident movement and the Helsinki
Accords. Then in 1986, Ukraine literally
exploded onto the world stage when the
Chornobyl disaster had “experts” scrambling for maps and political flow charts.
Now Ukraine is a player in the global
arena: the World Bank sends missions to
Kyiv, NATO conducts maneuvers on the
Black Sea coast and Ukrainian sports
teams compete internationally. Where
once, the only contact with Ukraine came
when the mailman delivered blue-colored
envelopes with postage stamps marked
“CCCP,” it’s now a long distance call, or
e-mail if you prefer. In this country, a
steady stream of immigrants eager to get
green cards replenishes our community
with Saturday School teachers and choir
directors. Invariably, the mainstream
press has some mention about Ukraine –
mostly for things we’re not proud of:
corruption, exploitation of women, political in-fighting. So when did all this happen? All in the last 10 years – in the time
it took our son to go from infant to fifth
grader.
Ukraine remains central for us and we
let our elected officials know that – only
support for Ukraine is now a much more
ambiguous question than it was during
the Cold War. Funding to help Ukraine’s
military work with NATO? Of course.
Funding for cultural exchanges?
Certainly. Funding to prop up the collective farm system? Certainly not. Most of
us are inclined to leave policy details to
others and trust them to make the right
decisions and choose the best people, so
long as they support Ukraine’s independence and development toward democracy
and prosperity.
Today the most urgent mission for the
Ukrainian community in America, as I
see it, is to replenish our institutions.
Week by week, season after season, what
we ought to do is focus our energies on
dance ensembles like Kashtan, theater
groups like New York’s Yara, on the
youth organizations like Plast and SUM,
the Church, the Ukrainian National
Association. We ought to request and
then support university courses in
Ukrainian history and culture, expand the
number and variety of Internet webpages
devoted to Ukraine, write novels, buy
books.
During this Christmas season and time
of renewal, it’s good to acknowledge
(Continued on page 14)
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Chap-Chalap makes a comeback
NEW RELEASES FOR KIDS
PARSIPPANY, N.J. – The Ukrainian
American community for many years
embraced the works of talented artist,
illustrator and poet Edward Kozak. The
late Mr. Kozak was known for his appeal
to audiences of all ages as the creator of
the satirical journal “Lys Mykyta” and
the illustrator of children’s magazine
“Veselka,” which came out as a publication of the Ukrainian National
Association’s Svoboda Press in 19541995. Mr. Kozak was particularly interested in illustrating and writing poems
for the younger generation to help preserve the Ukrainian language in
America.
Since “Veselka” was published in the
United States, children in Ukraine did
not have any exposure to Mr. Kozak’s
endearing characters. To remedy the situation Lyubov Dmytryshyn-Chasto, editor
of The Ukrainian Book publishing company, decided to compile and publish a
children’s anthology of Mr. Kozak’s
works called “The Adventures of ChapChalap.” The book begins with an
overview of the life and work of the
author, along with a salutary poem written on the occasion of the author’s 90th
birthday.
The rest of the pages are filled with
illustrated poems, featuring the popular
character Chap-Chalap. Cover design is
by Erika Slutsky, with graphic design by

Stefan Slutsky. “Chap-Chalap,” which
was publiched in Ukraine, has proven to
be an instant hit, with first copies sold
out immediately.
The book is currently being distributed
in Ukraine as well as in the United States,
where a limited supply has presently been
shipped. “The Adventures of ChapChalap” is available for $7 (postage
included) from Ms. Dmytryshyn-Chasto
at 18 Briarwood Road, Jersey City, NJ
07305.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. – Ukrainian
National Women’s League of America
Branch 120 of Rochester, N.Y., recently
published the children’s workbook titled
“Wandering with Teddy.”
The workbook is designed as a primer
for a pre-first-grade Ukrainian language
class. It covers the Ukrainian alphabet, the
numbers one through 10, primary colors
and the difference between left and right.
The cover is printed in full-color and is
laminated.
The “Svitlychka” Ukrainian pre-school
program in Rochester, N.Y., has been in
existence for more than 30 years.
UNWLA Branch 120 has administered the
Svitlychka Program since 1984. After
implementing a program for 5-year-olds it
became evident that a workbook was
needed to assist the children.
The original committee consisted of
Lydia Dzus, Daria Hanushevsky, Luba
Horodyskyj, Helene Snihur, Lesia Telega
and Christine Wagenblass. Ms.
Hanushevsky and Ms. Horodyskyj developed the conceptual material, while Ms.
Wagenblass did all the illustrations. Presa
Graphics did the typesetting and layout.
The workbook was edited by Christine
Kowcz and partially funded by the

Rochester Ukrainian Federal Credit Union.
The price of the book is $8, plus shipping and handling. Volume discounts are
available for orders of 50 or more. Books
may be ordered by contacting Lesia Telega
at Presa Graphics, 4515 Culver Road,
Suite 306, Rochester, NY 14622; telephone, (716) 266-1360; fax, (716) 2663712; e-mail, presagraphics@aol.com.

“Vedmedyk” workbook for preschoolers

THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT FOR YOUR PARENTS, CHILDREN AND FRIENDS

“èðÓÒÚÓ ìÍð‡ªÌ‡ – Simply Ukraine”
190 colored photographs from all over Ukraine
Also available

2001 calendar “UKRAINE”
both by photographer Tania D’Avignon

Simply Ukraine - $40.00, Calendar – $10.00, Both – $48.00
(all postage included)
Order from:
Tania D’Avignon, 25 Church Street, Newton, MA 02458
(617) 964-1942; e-mail: taniafoto@netscape.net

The making of ‘Ukrainian Power’ videos for kids
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by Natalia Tegler

Special to The Ukrainian Weekly

MILFORD, Mich. – For a year and a
half, Olga Halaburda searched for educational Ukrainian videos to buy for her very
young niece, Natalie Kraj. “After an
exhaustive search, it finally dawned on me
that the reason I couldn’t find such videos
was because they don’t exist,” Ms.
Halaburda recalled.
Ms. Halaburda tried to persuade several
people to make such videos. “Then, in June,
flying home after visiting Natalie, something started screaming in my head that I
had to do this,” she said.
And she did. Ms. Halaburda is now the
president and owner of her own company,
Ukrainian Power Videos Inc.; and two fun
and instructive videos for children of
Ukrainian descent are available for sale.
Ms. Halaburda began work immediately.
Between her morning job as a reporter for a
Green Bay, Wis., radio station and her fulltime evening job as a television reporter for
WFRV, the CBS affiliate in that city, Ms.
Halaburda prepared a business plan. Just
weeks after the idea formed, she founded
her company, Ukrainian Power Videos Inc.
In August, she presented her plan to the
Ukrainian Selfreliance and the Ukrainian
Future Credit Unions in Warren, Mich., and
obtained loans. As the loans were being
approved, Ms. Halaburda began assembling
her production team.
Relying on members of the Ukrainian
community and television professionals,
Ms. Halaburda employed 47 people from
seven states for the video project. She
explained: “My years of experience in television – I’m a news reporter – gave me the
knowledge and access to the talented television professionals needed to get the production done. I relied on the creative talents of
several Ukrainians for the music, writing
and acting.”
Ukrainian Power became more than the
name of her company. It became a way to

get things done. Ms. Halaburda’s family
members throughout the United States went
to work. Ms. Halaburda’s younger sister,
Ms. Halaburda, and her cousin, Stephan
Sesch, compiled lists of Ukrainian churches
and organizations to which they sent sales
and marketing materials. Ms. Halaburda’s
older sister, Mary, and husband Bohdan Kraj
took on the job of distributing the completed
videos. Her cousin Joanna Leonowicz is
already working to develop a product line.
Ms. Leonowicz’s husband, Charles, is the
Ukrainian Power webmaster and is continually improving the company’s website.
Another asset was found among former
teachers and fellow alumni from
Immaculate Conception Ukrainian Catholic
High School. Vera Andrushkiw, who taught
Ukrainian classes at the school, reacquainted Ms. Halaburda with former classmate
Natalia (Iwanyckyj) Tegler who became the
senior writer for the videos. Ms. Tegler
transformed Ms. Halaburda’s concept directions into a Ukrainian script and added
chants, songs and rhymes. Myroslawa
Stefaniuk, Ms. Halaburda’s first journalism
teacher, read the script and offered suggestions and encouragement.
Ms. Tegler contacted another IC alumnus, Andrij Stasiw, who became
Halaburda’s associate producer. Mr. Stasiw
found actors and singers, composed original
music for the video’s theme song, conducted rehearsals and created the audio track.
Ms. Halaburda wanted to have the
videos available for the Christmas shopping
season. Undaunted by the late summer start
date, she gave everyone short deadlines and
work proceeded at amazing speed. Scripts
were written, graphics were drawn, puppets
were created.
On September 29, on her way to record
the audio tracks, Halaburda stopped in
Warren, Mich., where her cameraman
filmed the children of Immaculate
Conception School playing, laughing and
(Continued on page 19)
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Mike Roemer

Olga Halaburda (above) with cast members of the “Ukrainian Power” videos for
children and (below) at work in the studio.

Yara Arts Group presents “Song Tree”
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NEW YORK – La MaMa Experimental Theatre presents
“Song Tree,” Yara Arts Group’s 10th theater piece which will
premiere on December 21-23. Last summer, Yara’s director
Virlana Tkacz and video director Andrea Odezynska traveled
to Ukraine. Together with Ukrainian artists Maryana
Sadovska and Yaryna Turianska, they recorded ancient preChristian carols and winter songs in the villages of Poltava
and the Carpathians.
The resulting creation “Song Tree” is a theater piece in
which characters from ancient rituals of “Malanka” and
“Koza” descend on a woman who has buried herself in work
and science. The production, directed by Ms. Tkacz, features
traditional polyphonic Ukrainian female singing and Gogol
Bordello, an explosive Ukrainian ethno-avant-garde band.
The piece was created as a joint collaboration of Yara Arts
Group, artists from Ukraine and the band Gogol Bordello.
Video is by Ms. Odezynska, whose film, “Dora Was
Dysfunctional,” won awards at the Hamptons Film Festival
and Rotterdam Festival and was an Academy Awards Short
Subject Finalist. Music is by Ms. Sadovska and Ms.
Turianska, and Eugene Hutz of Gogol Bordello. The show
features the soaring vocals of Ms. Sadovska, as well as Yara
artists Zabryna Guevara, Akiko Hiroshima, Jina Oh and
Meredith Wright. The musicians of Gogol Bordello, Mr.
Hutz, Sergey Ryabtsev and Alexander Kozachkoff, appear in
the piece playing traditional Ukrainian music and their own
brand of ethno-avant-garde. They are joined on stage by the
singer Piroshka.
The piece is multilingual, but is easily accessible to
English-speaking audiences. Its traditional Ukrainian songs
are translated into English by Ms. Tkacz and Wanda Phipps.
Musical director and co-composer Ms. Sadovska was
born in Lviv. She worked with the Les Kurbas Young
Theater and with Yara on the group’s first project in Ukraine
in 1991, titled “In the Light.” Since then she has been working at the Gardzienice Experimental Theater in Poland as
actor and musical director.
Ms. Sadovska has organized expeditions to collect
Ukrainian folk songs for the last 10 years. Co-composer
Yaryna Turianska is an ethnomusicologist who has been collecting songs in villages near the Carpathians for 10 years.
This summer she released the first world music CD in
Ukraine titled “Black Stream.” Gogol Bordello, led by Mr.
Hutz, has become one of the hottest up-and-coming bands in
America, packing the houses at Joe’s Pub and the Bowery
Ballroom. Mr. Hutz is a founding member of Nova Nomada
and the author of the books “Newiurski Kazochky” and
“Raised by Cats.”
Founded in 1990, Yara creates original pieces that explore
timely issues rooted in the East through the diverse cultural
perspectives of the group’s members.

Ukraine’s legislators...

(Continued from page 3)
mentary body, which seemed to be bent on publicly humiliating the heads of the “power organs.”
Mr. Derkach earned laughter when he said that, as far as
he could determine, Mr. Melnychenko never worked for the
Security of Service of Ukraine. He got another round of
smirks and guffaws when he told Mr. Moroz that his organization never bugged offices or tapped telephone lines.
“I can tell you Oleksander Oleksandrovych that we have
never listened to anybody, including you,” said Mr. Derkach.
Mr. Potebenko also received a hearty round of laughter
when he said the videotape of Mr. Melnychenko was not sufficient evidence to open a criminal investigation into the
involvement of the president, his chief of staff and the internal affairs minister.
“Again I repeat, until the person who testified on the tape
testifies before me and expert analyses are done on the audiocassette, I can make no conclusions,” said Mr. Potebenko.
Mr. Potebenko’s performance in his investigation of the
disappearance of Mr. Gongadze has come under sharp attack
recently for a failure to analyze the remains of a body discovered outside Kyiv on November 2 in a timely manner. Until
December 11 Mr. Potebenko had yet to order DNA sampling
from a relative of Mr. Gongadze to determine whether the
corpse is that of the journalist, as colleagues maintain.
Mr. Potebenko explained that Lesia Gongadze, the missing journalist’s mother, had agreed to provide a sample but
recently had taken ill. The comment, made during a television interview, caused Ms. Gongadze to contact the television
station to offer a response in which she stated that not only
had she been waiting to give a tissue sample for DNA testing,
but that she had been harassing the Procurator General’s
Office to move on identifying her son’s body almost daily –
and to no avail.
During the questioning of the law enforcement officials,
the national deputies went outside the bounds of the
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CONCERT REVIEW:
Veriovka ensemble
at Kennedy Center
by Helena Lysyj Melnitchenko

Algis Norvila

Beautiful polyphonic singing of Ukrainian winter
songs by the women is interrupted by the ritual Goat
Dance (Koza) in Yara’s “Song Tree.”

Writing for the Kyiv journal Ukrainian Culture, Kateryna
Talan so aptly characterized Yara as “a unique psychological
and cultural experiment. Virlana Tkacz and her actors perform Ukrainian songs, legends and literary texts that speak to
people of other cultures. At the same time Ms. Tkacz is consumed with what is unique and original about Ukrainian culture ... Thus, a dialogue arises between the past and present,
between many cultures, creating a fascinating model of
human understanding.”
“Song Tree” performances are on December 21-23,
Thursday-Saturday at 8 p.m., with matinees Friday at 5 p.m.
and Saturday at 3 p.m. Tickets are $15. La MaMa is located
at 74 A E. Fourth St.; box office, (212) 475-7710. For further information please visit the website at
http://www.brama.com/yara or http://www.brama.com/yara.

Gongadze case to confront them with other allegations that
have surfaced recently that suggest the same officials were
involved also in the death of Vyacheslav Chornovil, the
leader of the National Rukh of Ukraine Party, who died in a
mysterious car accident, and the attempted murder of Natalia
Vitrenko, who survived a grenade explosion in 1999 while
campaigning for the presidency.
During a second parliamentary hearing on December 14,
Mr. Moroz revealed that he had another videotape, this one
taken by Mr. Melnychenko of himself, in which the former
bodyguard affirmed that he had evidence that the president
had called “for a terrorist act on National Deputy Natalia
Vitrenko.”
In the tape, Mr. Melnychenko said he knew that
Procurator General Potebenko, Minster of Internal Affairs
Kravchenko and Security Service of Ukraine Director
Derkach were involved in planning the attack, which was
designed to entrap National Deputy Moroz, discredit his presidential campaign and destroy his political career.
Mr. Melnychenko also said he had information that proves
the voting results in the presidential elections were falsified.
Mr. Potebenko, who immediately replied to the charge on
the tape that he was involved, gave a curt and emotional
response: “I swear before the people – a fake!”
As The Weekly was going to press, Interfax reported that
late on December 14 the Verkhovna Rada, after debating the
performance of Security Service of Ukraine Director
Derkach and Customs Service Director Solovkov in the
Boryspil Airport affair, in which three lawmakers were illegally detained and searched by customs agents after being
followed by security service agents while outside the country,
voted 231-136 for a non-binding resolution which recommends that President Kuchma dismiss the two law enforcement officials.
Members of parliamentary factions of the Social
Democratic (United) Party, the National Democratic Party,
the Green Party as well as the political groups Revival of the
Regions and Working Ukraine either abstained or did not register for the vote.

WASHINGTON – The Veriovka Ukrainian
National Song and Dance Ensemble under the
artistic direction of Anatoly Avdyevsky gave a
sterling performance to a full house in the elegant Kennedy Center Concert Hall on Sunday,
October 29. The group was on tour with 62 performances. “It’s a blur,” violinist Volodymyr
Lytvyn said.
The group’s founder, Hryhorii Veriovka, had
conceived a musical group that would combine
dance, instrumental music, chorus, solos, duets
and quartets, as well as pieces from operas and
operettas. Although the group was founded in
1943 in Kharkiv, deep in the heartland of
Ukraine, its strength and uniqueness lies in unifying the whole country with music and traditional dress from all regions. This company of
more than 80 performers also combines youth
and vigor in its dancers, with experience and
wisdom in some of its older singers and musicians.
In Washington, after the national anthems,
the group opened with “Ukrainian Festival
Suite,” a showcase of music, dancing and costumes from different areas of Ukraine. The
multi-colored embroidered shirts and blouses,
vests, white trousers and quick-tempo music
represented the Carpathian Mountains; the
black and red embroidery, colorful wide
trousers and skirts and the dynamic Kozak
dances characterized the central and the steppe
region. The combination of color, light, sound
and motion was a feast for the senses and food
for the soul.
The first portion of the concert featured the
piece “Festival in the Carpathians,” combining
dance, orchestra and chorus, and “The Fern is
Blooming,” a representation of the celebration
of the pagan midsummer festival of Ivan
Kupalo based on Hohol’s “May Night.” The
first half of the program concluded with the
showpiece for male dancing in any Ukrainian
dance presentation, the heroic Kozak sword
dance. Based on another of Hohol’s literary
masterpieces, “Taras Bulba,” it conveyed the
characteristics of the Kozaks’ courage, optimism and humor.
During the intermission, some of the performers mingled with the audience of all ages
under the soaring chandeliered ceilings of the
Kennedy Center. It was delightful to see many
children dressed in Ukrainian costumes among
the fans.
The second half of the program included
Taras Shevchenko’s poem “Reve ta Stohne
Dnipr Shyroky,” the strong choral voices conveying the great majestic river. “The Ukrainian
Rhapsody,” a variation on themes by Liszt and
Brahms, gave the concert its classical component, showcasing the violin and tsymbaly, a traditional instrument related to the harp and the
xylophone.
The concert show showcased unique
Ukrainian instruments – the many stringed bandura, the tsymbaly and the sopilka, a delicate
woodwind, as well as Ukrainian voices – fullthroated sopranos, deep altos, delicate tenors,
and the basses.
The performers conveyed their dramatic
skills, a sense of good naturedness as well as
humor. In the second half of the program they
seemed to relax and enjoy themselves more.
This was most evident in a quartet’s rendition of
“Let’s Sing a Merry Song.” The concert ended
with the vigorous “Hopak,” showcasing the
“prysiudy” leaps, squats and kicks characteristic
of Ukrainian dance.
Veriovka’s vision of combining the art of traditional Ukrainian songs, folk dance, instrumental music and even literature became manifest here on the banks of the Potomac. The
ensemble was awarded with thunderous
applause and a standing ovation.

MUSEUM EXHIBITIONS: Comparing the two Scythian shows in NYC
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by Motrja P. Fedorko

With the popularity of theme parks and
computer-generated entertainment, museums are doing all they can to draw visitors
into their galleries. Some museums are trying an interactive approach. The National
Gallery of Art in Washington has computers
set up so that visitors can take “virtual
tours” rather than walk through the galleries
that surround them. In Austin the Bullock
Texas History Museum is promising to be
nothing short of a Texas theme park. Many
museums are catering to quick-serve popular culture in an attempt to gain visitors by
satisfying the public’s quest for instant gratification. The tradeoff, however, seems to
be a diminution of their academic integrity.
Recently two exhibitions opened in New
York City and are running concurrently.
The subject is gold, Scythian to be exact,
and the rightful heir for the moment need
not be discussed. At the Brooklyn Museum
of Art visitors can feast their eyes on
“Scythian Gold: Treasures from Ancient
Ukraine”; at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, “The Golden Deer of Eurasia: Scythian
and Sarmatian Treasures from the Russian
Steppes.” The fact that a Scythian exhibition is hard to come by is easily noticed by
the fact that the last one to visit these shores
was in 1975. Today we are graced by two.
“Scythian Gold” was in the works for
about five years, having been conceptualized in the mid-1990s. During this time, Dr.
Ellen Reeder of the Walters Art Gallery visited Ukraine on a number of occasions, as
did other members of her staff and the coorganizers from the San Antonio Museum
of Art. In Ukraine, Dr. Reeder worked on
documentation and background information for the exhibition. She also made an
exceptional effort to include the Scythian
pectoral. Unfortunately, to no avail. Due to
its status as a historical treasure of Ukraine‚
the Ukrainian government would not permit that trophy to leave the country.
Nevertheless, it was included in the exhibition catalogue to make a more comprehensive tool for study of Scythian works in
Ukraine.
The exhibition opened in San Antonio
on November 7, 1999, after which it traveled to The Walters Art Gallery and the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art. It is at the
Brooklyn Museum of Art until January 21.
Following its New York venue, “Scythian
Gold” will travel to the Royal Ontario
Museum in Toronto, (February 18-May 6,
2001), the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art in
Kansas City, Mo. (June 9-August 19, 2001)
and the Grand Palais in Paris (September
25-December 31).
“Scythian Gold” at the Brooklyn
Museum of Art is complemented by a catalogue of the same name consisting of 352
pages. There are nine essays ranging from a

Motrja P. Fedorko was exhibition assistant for the “Gold of the Nomads: Scythian
Treasures from Ancient Ukraine” exhibit at
The Walters Art Gallery in Baltimore.
She is a graduate of the University of
Pittsburgh with B.A. cum laude degrees in
art history and anthropology (1994), with
graduate course work at George
Washington University in art history and
museum studies, and a certificate in
Russian and East European studies from
the National University of Kyiv-Mohyla
Academy in Ukraine.
As researcher and exhibit assistant, Ms.
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Collection in New York, the General
Services Administration in Washington and
The Carnegie Museum of Art in Pittsburgh,
among others. She has also been involved
in archaeological fieldwork in Ukraine,
excavating sites in Crimea and Poltava.
Currently, Ms. Fedorko is assistant registrar at the The Jack S. Blanton Museum
of Art at the University of Texas at Austin.

Two of the ancient Scythian artifacts on view in current exhibitions.

background piece on the Scythians and their
culture, by Dr. Lada Onyshkevych to a
piece on the gorytos and scabbard workshops by Michael Treister. The articles are
written well enough to be grasped by the
average museum-goer, yet documented
meticulously so as to be useful for scholars
and allied professionals. It is a weighty
tome, aesthetically pleasing but too good to
be a mere coffee table trophy. Besides its
copious footnotes, it bears an impressive list
of source material for the cerebral crowd. It
points to 25 ancient sources and lists some
720 modern sources ranging from creaky
ivory tower works to recently aired TV documentaries. It is a truly universal work, well
thought out and executed for the full range
of viewers who are likely to visit the exhibit. Most important, it is devoid of the
Russophile nomenclature that still grips
most establishments even nine years after
Ukraine emerged from Russia’s domination.
The essays are also a good reflection of
the exhibition, making the book a cherished
memento for those who view the objects.
The highlights of the exhibition are
Scythian gold objects found in Ukraine –
the Sphinx Earring, the Gorytos Cover, the
Helmet with Combat Scenes (excavated in
1988), the Cup with Horses (excavated in
1990), and the Finial (also excavated in
1990). The catalogue employs the Library
of Congress transliteration system, consistently and properly. Geographical areas are
transliterated according to their present
political locations. Therefore, the capital of
Ukraine is spelled Kyiv, transliterated from
the Ukrainian, whereas a Russian author’s
last name is transliterated from the Russian,
as Dashevskaia. Transliterating Ukrainian
names from Ukrainian and Russian names
from Russian shows a mastery of the obvious, no small accomplishment at a time
when news media, industry and academia
cannot seem to get a grip on the new reality.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, on the
other hand, is presenting a larger exhibition.
There are 212 objects discussed in their
303-page catalogue. The photography is
beautiful. The catalogue, however, is a
throwback to old Soviet promotional pieces.
There are no footnotes using modern
sources in the entire catalogue. The title,
“The Golden Deer of Eurasia,” may reflect
the content of the catalogue and the exhibition, but the subtitle, Scythian and
Sarmatian Treasures from the Russian

Steppes,” implies that the exhibition contains objects only from Russia, and that is
not the case. Most of the objects are indeed
from Filippovka on Russia’s border with
Kazakstan, but 18 objects were unearthed in
Ukraine, and another four from Kazakstan.
The vexing issue is that the objects from
Ukraine are of major importance to the
exhibit, centerpieces of sorts. Five of them
have multiple photographs and/or details in
the catalogue. These are not “Treasures
from the Russian Steppes.” The Comb with
Battle Scene, excavated in Solokha Kurhan,
Dripropetrovsk Oblast, Ukraine, is illustrated five times in the catalogue, appears on
the back cover of the catalogue, and is
repeatedly seen in advertisements and in
reviews of the exhibition. The Comb with
Battle Scene also appeared in the New York
Times article on October 13 comparing
these same two exhibits. The Gorytos probably made from the same matrix, or mold,
as the Gorytos of the Brooklyn exhibition is
also from Ukraine, as are the two vessels,
which have four pages of details in the exhibition catalogue. Obviously there is no
argument with using these objects in the
exhibition, however, it seems the
Metropolitan Museum of Art should present
them for what they are.
The issue of credibility leaps at you at
every turn of the page. In the “Note to the
Reader‚” it states “a slightly modified version of the Library of Congress system of
transliteration of modern Russian ... has
been used.” This caveat gives rise to all
sorts of curiosities. The capital of Ukraine
appears as Kiev and all other Ukrainian
place names are transliterated from Russian.
Especially confusing is the map. For centuries maps have been used as navigation
tools, not just by sailors and soldiers, but
also by teachers as tools to help students
and colleagues navigate through heaps of
place names and the geometry of their
placement in time and space. When wellprepared, they are a potent tool that puts
dates, places and dynamics of history into
easily comprehensible format. It is often the
clincher for a novice. The two-page map on
page xiv-xv is anything but the above. At
first glance, the areas labeled in capital letters appear to be present-day countries:
Kazakstan, China, Syria, to name a couple.
The heart of ancient Scythia, Ukraine is
nowhere to be found, but its appendage
Crimea figures prominently on this “aid.”

Mesopotamia is labeled, as is Bactria. So
where lies the key to this exposition? Is this
a map contemporary to the exhibit. Is it a
composite overlaying the contemporary
with the current? It is wrong and misleading
on both counts. There is a paucity of documentation and a skimpy bibliography.
During an interview, Joan Aruz, the editor of the catalogue, gave little background
information on the exhibition or the publication. Ms. Aruz underscored that “The
Golden Deer of Eurasia” was proposed and
researched by the Russians. She was uncertain about the approximate year work began
on the project and stated that the
Metropolitan Museum of Art was unaware
of the Brooklyn Museum’s “Scythian Gold”
exhibit. There are no other venues scheduled for this exhibition. Judging from the
scanty information made available, it seems
the Metropolitan scraped this exhibition
together in haste and is not very forthcoming with its efforts.
Neither exhibition is perfect. It is devastating that the Brooklyn exhibition lacks the
crown jewel of excavated Scythian artifacts,
the spectacular Pectoral. The Metropolitan’s
shortcomings are far more serious. They are
principal and eat at the heart of an institution’s charge. For all their efforts, museums
should remember that they are not merely
warehouses for artifacts. They are trustees
of the most important artifacts of culture
and history. As trustees, their responsibility
is to preserve, promote and facilitate the
study and research of the artifacts in their
trust. How they bear that responsibility
speaks to the credibility of the entrusted
institution. The preservation of that credibility is not merely for the benefit of their current exhibits but for the preservation of
trust. Neglect violates the faith placed in
them by their founders and benefactors. The
responsibility is ongoing, an investment in
perpetuity. To fulfill that responsibility,
many museums allocate a significant percent of their budget to research and scholarship. These same standards need to be
maintained when a prominent institution
places its imprimatur on a visiting exhibit.
In this case, it seems that the only purpose
of the Russian-inspired show at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art was to take
the shine off the Ukrainian exhibition at the
Brooklyn Museum of Art. It is a sad example of an august museum fawning to the
interests of a fading political star.
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Ukraine scores well...
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(Continued from page 4)
the next election. So we may find that
Yuschenko’s popularity wanes,” she said.
“The one thing that he’s not good at is
maneuvering within the fairly poisonous
and treacherous waters of the upper circles of power in Ukraine. He could find
himself in difficulties there,” Ms.
Freeland pointed out.
Indeed, in recent weeks the prime
minister has expressed fatigue in being at
the receiving end of persistent criticism
and pressure from political opponents.
And while Ms. Freeland said that
Ukraine is likely to go it alone in reforming its economy without relying heavily
upon Western assistance, she suggested
that members of the diaspora have a role
to play in the country’s future. But it
might take some time to determine the
nature of that role.
“We in the diaspora aren’t in the driver’s seat anymore,” said Ms. Freeland,
whose mother, Helena (maiden name
Chomiak), a Canadian lawyer, runs a
legal-reform project in Kyiv.
“Some version of Ukraine is being
created. But it’s not being created by us.
It’s being created by the Ukrainians in
Ukraine. But some of us sometimes feel
their version of Ukraine is not our version culturally, politically,” she said.
“And there has also been a lot of disenchantment for some people,” she continued. “I think a lot of people hoped that
things in Ukraine would be more similar
to the reform process in Poland. As soon
as the Soviet overlords were routed, it
would be like Ukraine emerging from a
shell or a chrysalis, and we would suddenly see this lovely butterfly emerging
with a functioning civil society,
Ukrainians would take easily to a market
economy, and so on.”
Ms. Freeland said that people of
Ukrainian descent living outside Ukraine
“have to give up ownership and realize

Closure of Chornobyl...

(Continued from page 2)
Energy Agency (IAEA) belatedly
declared the Chornobyl plant to be inherently unsafe and recommended its closure. This decision followed a period in
which the Soviet and later the Ukrainian
nuclear authorities tried to make improvements to the reactor, reducing its shutdown time, tightening its operating rules
and increasing its uranium enrichment.
None of these measures eradicated the
fundamental dilemma: that the RBMK is
unstable if operated at low power.
In December 1995 at a meeting of the
Group of Seven (G-7) countries and
Russia in Ottawa, Ukraine agreed to
close the plant by the year 2000 after
being offered approximately $2.3 billion
in compensation. Thereafter the issue
was clouded by bad faith on both sides.
Ukraine shut down Unit 2 after a fire in
1991, and then closed down Unit 1 on
schedule in 1997. Unit 3, which shares a
building with the destroyed fourth unit,
remained in operation until last week, when
it was shut down after a serious malfunction. The plant may be closed by default
rather than design, though Ukrainian
President Leonid Kuchma has insisted that
the plant would close even if funds were
not forthcoming from the G-7 countries.
As for the destroyed reactor, workers
and robots covered it with a concrete
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that we are not in the driver’s seat in
Ukraine anymore and see our role more
as a facilitating one.”
“By virtue of being Western, we have
a lot of resources, connections and
knowledge, and we have to make that
available to them. But ultimately we
have to be able to step back and understand that we’re not going to decide what
happens there,” she stated.
Ms. Freeland added that she did not
see “any effective lobbying” of either
political parties or members of
Parliament in close races by members of
the Ukrainian Canadian community on
issues involving Ukraine.
“Our community in Canada tends to
be quite obsessed with righting all sorts
of historical wrongs – with what happened in the second world war, in the
first world war – how all of that is commemorated. That’s significant, but I wish
we were devoting more of our muscle to
thinking about what exactly we wanted
Western policy towards Ukraine to be,”
Ms. Freeland suggested.

Onward to the 21st...

(Continued from page 9)
with awe that, indeed, the Lord rewards
hard work and answers prayers –
Ukraine is finally independent. Now
there’s a new set of challenges and no
time to waste. For our family and many
of our friends, our community provides a
wonderful framework for engaging children, keeping them busy and giving them
something to identify with. It’s no different for us, really, than it is for Americans
of Irish, Jewish, African American or any
other background or identity. We just
happen to be who we are.
So, Happy New Year and have fun
working in the community in the 21st
century. If we all do that, in a decade
we’ll look back, be amazed at the
changes we’ll see and wonder when it all
happened.

tomb over the summer and fall of 1986.
This was initially termed the ”sarcophagus,” but has more recently been called
the shelter. The former director of the
Chornobyl plant, Serhy Parashyn, noted
in 1998 that the shelter was collapsing,
and an international consortium received
the task of designing a new cover at a cost
of $750 million to be completed by 2006.
Nuclear fuel remains under the central
room of the fourth unit, and experts have
not dismissed the possibility of a chain
reaction in these remains. Twenty-nine
unsafe zones have been exposed – five of
which are highly dangerous. In a recently
published book, Ukrainian scientists maintain that if the building construction within
the shelter crumbled, radioactive dust
would contaminate the immediate area.
The closure of Chornobyl is not good
news for the plant workers. About a quarter of the 30,000 residents of Slavutych,
the town built for plant workers 40 miles
to the northeast, to replace the former
city of Prypiat, face unemployment. Plant
workers complain that Chornobyl has
been singled out by the IAEA because of
its international reputation, declaring that
there are more dangerous reactors still in
operation elsewhere.
The plant closure is an economic misfortune, but the disaster itself marks a
devastating physical and psychological
tragedy, the effects of which appear to
worsen rather than ease over time.

Need a back issue?

If you’d like to obtain a back issue of The Ukrainian Weekly,
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$3.5M gift...
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(Continued from page 1)
Siebel Systems and Keynote Systems in
California, both listed on the Nasdaq
exchange. He serves on the board of directors of Keynote Systems. Olha Hnateyko,
president of the museum’s board of
trustees, said: “Now we can realize our
dream of creating a modern, representative
museum of Ukrainian culture that will
reflect the spirit of Ukraine and the proud
heritage of its people. This donation is the
ultimate gift to all those who have worked
with tremendous dedication for many years
to build this institution, to safeguard its welfare and provide for its future.”
The museum president called the Shklar
donation a princely gift – “what we refer to
in Ukrainian as a ‘kniazhyi dar’ ” – and said
that the challenge grant “really challenges
every single one of us to work hard; it’s a
tremendous opportunity for every human
being of Ukrainian descent, for the younger
generation and for our children.”
As Mrs. Shklar accepted a bouquet of
roses from the museum, the smiling couple
stood before the assembly, acknowledging
hearty applause and the singing of
“Mnohaya Lita” by the guests.
The gathering, held at the Second
Avenue brownstone that has served as The
Ukrainian Museum’s home for 25 years,
included press representatives, museum
benefactors who have funded specific
spaces in the new museum, major donors,
and museum trustees and staffers. Among
the guests were past president John
Luchechko of Jersey City, N.J., past president of the museum board, and Ivanna
Rozankowsky of New York, honorary president of the Ukrainian National Women’s
League of America, during whose presidency the museum was founded.
Museum Director Maria Shust, presenting a biographical resume of Mr. Shklar,
noted that the gift to the museum converged
with two other joyous occasions: the museum’s coming 25th anniversary and the
Christmas season. Words of commendation
for Mr. and Mrs. Shklar came from a former associate of Mr. Shklar at Harvard
University, Dr. Lubomyr Hayda, who related that Mr. Shklar’s gift to the museum was
“totally his own initiative.” UNWLA
President Irene Kurowycky happily told the
Shklars: “The organization that cradled this
baby is so very pleased and glad to see it
grow and move into its own facility.”
George Sawicki of SawickiTarella
Architecture+Design P.C. of New York,
designers of the new facility, employed
slides of architectural drawings to show the
new building’s terra cotta brick exterior
design and to indicate the layout of galleries, auditorium, offices and other spaces
in the 17,800-square-foot facility.
Gift honors parents

In a brief address offered in both
Ukrainian and English, Mr. Shklar said the
gift honored his parents “for their courage
in dodging bullets and cannon shells over
50 years ago in war-torn Europe,” while
pursuing their vision of a new life and liberty on this side of the Atlantic.
He expressed the hope that the gift, also
intended to honor the founders, benefactors,
trustees and staff of the museum for building “a marvelous institution,” would
encourage others to step forward with their
own contributions of time or capital.
He said he anticipates that The
Ukrainian Museum in its new location will
attract a much wider audience for its exhibitions of Ukrainian art and culture among
New Yorkers and the hundreds of thousands of visitors who come to New York
from around the world each year.
Born and reared in Canada, Mr. Shklar,
50, is the son of Volodymyr and Stefania
Bahrij Shklar, who immigrated to Canada
after World War II from the Husiatyn area
in western Ukraine’s Ternopil region.
Raised in a home that nurtured a deep
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CLASSIFIEDS
TO PLACE YOUR AD CALL MARIA OSCISLAWSKI, (973) 292-9800 x 3040

MERCHANDISE

WEST ARKA

2282 Bloor St. W., Toronto, Ont., Canada M6S 1N9

Fine Gifts
Authentic Ukrainian Handicrafts
Art, Books, CDs, Ceramics
Embroidered Goods and Supplies
Gold Jewellery, Icons, Magazines
Newspapers, Pysankas and Supplies
All Services to Ukraine, Mail-orders

Andrew R. CHORNY

Tel.: (416) 762-8751
Ray Stubblebine/The Ukrainian Museum

Eugene Shklar speaks at a press conference where it was announced that
he and his wife Daymel had given $3.5
million to The Ukrainian Museum.

appreciation of his Ukrainian heritage, Mr.
Shklar developed a great pride and respect
for the contributions that his parents and the
people of their generation had made to
Canadian and American life.
Attending Harvard University on an academic scholarship, he earned a degree in
computer science and met Daymel
Gonzalez, a graduate of the University of
Puerto Rico and a dietician by profession,
during her internship at Massachusetts
General Hospital in Boston. Following their
marriage, the couple moved to California,
where they have pursued very successful
careers. They recently established the
Eugene and Daymel Shklar Fellowships at
Harvard University’s Ukrainian Research
Institute.
Plans for the new museum building, first
proposed in 1991, call for climate-controlled exhibition galleries; large environmentally sensitive storage spaces for collections; workrooms for courses and workshops; a gallery/auditorium for cultural,
artistic and social events; a research library,
and a lower-level auditorium for conferences, lectures and slide and film presentations, as well as the president’s office and
executive conference room and efficiencyoriented staff offices. The entrance foyer
will be flanked by a café/gallery and a gift
shop offering reproductions of objects in
the museum’s collections, works of art,
exhibition catalogues, and art books published in Ukraine and the United States.
The Ukrainian Museum, which functions as an independent non-profit organization governed by a board of trustees,
received a permanent charter from the
Education Department of the State
University of New York in 1982. Since its
founding in 1976 by the Ukrainian National
Women’s League of America, the largest
Ukrainian women’s organization in the
United States, the museum has diversified
its focus on folk art (over 8,000 objects) to
include other areas.
It now boasts a fine arts collection (over
2,000 works of noted Ukrainian artists who
worked in Ukraine, Europe and the United
States), historical and cultural archives
(over 29,000 items), numismatics (over
1,500 objects) and philately (over 1,600
items). The permanent exhibit is augmented
by two or three temporary exhibitions and
one or two traveling exhibits each year.
The museum holds lectures, gallery
tours, concerts and courses and workshops
in traditional Ukrainian folk crafts. It also
publishes a bilingual illustrated catalogue
with each exhibition, as well as a newsletter, interpretive materials for educational
programs, brochures and annual reports.
The museum’s website www.ukrainianmuseum.org has developed into an important
information source on Ukrainian culture
and history.

e-mail: andrew@westarka.com

Manager

Fax: (416) 767-6839

www.westarka.com

APON

NEW VIDEO TAPE FROM UKRAINE
POVSTANSKA ARMIJA UPA
PART 2. POJIZDKA PO LVOVI
APON–7802 $25.00

For Christmas, order these videos:
7772
New Year’s Eve
7778
Christmas Story
7780
Shchedryj Vetchir
7797
Liturgy
7797B Moleben by Pope John Paul II
Each Video $25.00
Apon Video, P.O. Box 3082
Long Island City, NY 11103
(718) 721-5599
We can convert your video from European
system to American and vice versa

FAVORITE RECIPES
350 Ukrainian and American recipes
$8 plus $2 shipping
Ukrainian American Society
8102 E. Malvern
Tucson, AZ 85710-4241

YEVSHAN

Distributor of fine Ukrainian products - Cassettes, Compact
discs - Videos - Language tapes & Dictionaries - Computer
fonts for PC & MAC - Imported Icons - Ukrainian Stationery
- Cookbooks - Food parcels to Ukraine

Call for a free catalog

1-800-265-9858
VISA - MASTERCARD - AMEX ACCEPTED
FAX ORDERS ACCEPTED (514) 630-9960
BOX 325, BEACONSFIELD, QUEBEC
CANADA - H9W 5T8

T RYPILLIAN

Custom Crafted
Ceramics
Hutzul & Trypillian
Designs

M. M. BOKALO
BOKALO

742 LINDEN AVENUE,
AVENUE, RAHWA
RAHWAY, NJ 07065

(732) 382-2223 / www.ukienet.com
www.ukienet.com
E - mail: mbtrypillian@aol.com

MUSICUS BORTNIANSKII
Myron Maksymiw, Conductor
with Rev. Yaroslaw Dybka
celebrate on CD

GREAT VESPERS
by Myron Fedoriv

To order send Cnd $20.00 +3.99 S&H
($20.00 U.S. incl. S&H) to:
MUSICUS BORTNIANSKII
68 Ninth Street, #2, Etobicoke, Ont.,
M8V 3E3, Canada
Tel.: (416) 255-7378

Ukrainian Software

www.allvirtualware.com

translation dictionary language fonts
spelling ocr cd-roms keyboard clipart

NEW BOOK

Vertical Development:
A new generation
of Ukrainian Canadians
by Michael Ewanchuk

now available at $17.95 per copy,
plus $3.00 postage from
M. Ewanchuk, 828 Borebank St.,
Winnipeg, MB, R3N 1G4,
and at larger bookstores.

Give the gift
that will last
a whole year.

Order a gift
subscription to
The Ukrainian Weekly.
For information please call:
(973) 292-9800 (Ext. 3042)

MISCELLANEOUS

FIRST QUALITY

MONUMENTS

UKRAINIAN TRADITIONAL-STYLE
SERVING NY/NJ/CT REGION CEMETERIES

OBLAST
MEMORIALS
P.O. BOX 746
Chester, NY 10918

914-469-4247

BILINGUAL HOME APPOINTMENTS

Auto Donations
Children of Chornobyl Relief Fund
0-COST TAX DEDUCTIBLE
ANY CONDITION - FREE PICKUP
Any donation makes a difference
Toll free

1-866-850-0006
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54.4 million lids. In the future, Malva Fogel & Noot hopes to bring production up to 380
million lids a year. The JV exports 25 percent of its products, mainly to Russia and
Moldova. (Eastern Economist)

New gas well discovered in Azov Sea

KYIV – The state enterprise ChornomorNaftoGaz has discovered a new gas well 10
kilometers offshore from the Kerch peninsula in the Azov Sea. According to the company
$12 million U.S. was spent on development which will pay for itself in two years.
According to the specialists, there are possible resources of up to 324 billion cubic meters
of gas under the Azov Sea, and only 15 billion cubic meters has been discovered. (Eastern
Economist)

Fire resistant product developed in Lviv

LVIV – New roofing, which helps protect buildings from fire, has been developed by
scientists at the Lviv State Polytechnic University. Based on organic and inorganic astringent compounds, this type of roofing has high fire-retardant properties and is resistant to
cracking. The white color allows a variety of pigments to be added, to make the roofing
decorative as well. It is already being used for fire-protection on metal, reinforced concrete
and wooden constructions at the linoleum plant in Odesa and an underground gas-deposit in
Crimea. (Eastern Economist)
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With sorrow we announce that on December 2, 2000,
at the age of 84, in Red Bank, NJ, passed away

Michael Blyskun

Born in Lviv, Ukraine, he was an active member of Red Bank
community; the owner of Mike’s Electric Motor, Red Bank, NJ;
member of St. Vladimir’s Church, Marlboro, NJ;
attended St. James Roman Catholic Church, Red Bank.
In deep sorrow:
wife
son
daughter
grandchildren

–
–
–
–

Funeral Services were held on Tuesday, December 5,
at St. Vladimir’s Church, Marlboro, NJ.
Interment at St. Vladimir’s Cemetery, Jackson, NJ.
Eternal Memory

Ukrainian authorities move to regulate e-trading

KYIV –The NBU and the State Security Service or SBU are developing a proposal to
implement mechanisms for regulating the trading of goods and services via the Internet, as
NBU Information Department Director Anatoliy Savchenko informed at a press conference
November 1. He added that both administrations are reviewing the idea of creating a special
organization that will oversee any Internet deals. The drafters of this concept feel the organization will have to certify Internet traders and ensure the security of every deal closed via
the Net in Ukraine. Savchenko added that the bank and the SBU feel the absence of control
of Internet commerce that is being undertaken in Ukraine today is very dangerous.
Currently, a series of commercial banks are looking at the possibility of or have already
begun e-banking via the Internet. Aval Bank, one of the top seven banks in Ukraine, has
already begun offering such services. (Eastern Economist)

Two scientists receive Intertool grants

KYIV – Intertool, an international fund that assists the development of high technologies, gave grants to two Ukrainian scientists for innovative achievements in their fields.
Aviation Technology Research Institute head Heorhii Kryvov, who introduced energy-saving technologies in aircraft production, and Paton Welding Institute scientist/academician
Serhii Kuchuk-Yatsenko, who introduced new technologies in rail welding each received
$1,000 (U.S.) for their work. (Eastern Economist)

Helen (née Krakowska)
George with wife Sharon of Richboro, PA
Helena of Red Bank
Alex and Elaine

Yaroslava Grinenko

It is with deep sorrow that we announce the passing of

née Kodelsky

who died of a heart faliure on Sunday, December 9, 2000.

Daughter of the late Julia and Rev. Joseph, and sister of the late Dr. Igor,
she was born on March 19, 1922 in Zbarazh, Ukraine.
In deep sorrow:
sons

–

Alex of Port Orchard, Wash.
George Jr. of Lansdale, Pa.

Memorial services were held on Wednesday, December 13, 2000,
at 3 p.m. at a nursing home, Port Orchard, Wash.
Eternal Memory

DEATH ANNOUNCEMENTS

to be published in The Ukrainian Weekly – in the Ukrainian
or English language – are accepted by mail, courier, fax, phone or e-mail.

Information should be addressed to the attention of the Advertising Department
and sent to: The Ukrainian Weekly, 2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280
(NB: please do not include post office box if sending via courier), Parsippany, N.J. 07054;
fax, (973) 644-9510; telephone, (973) 292-9800, ext. 3040; e-mail, staff@ukrweekly.com.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
of

THE UKRAINIAN INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
gratefully acknowledges
the donation of $18,431.79
in memory of

MICHAEL TERECH

given by the Young Professionals Group at the Institute
led by Orysia Stryzak and Lada Sochynska

Tax-deductible donations needed
to aid the victims of the Chornobyl nuclear disaster
and other needy Ukrainian families.
“The wall is down, but the people still need your help.”
Ukrainian Relief Fund of Rochester
P.O. Box 60552, Rochester, NY 14606
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singing. These became part of the videos.
On September 30, the audio tracks were
recorded in a New York studio. There, Mr.
Stasiw’s group of Ukrainian actors breathed
life into the characters and the voices of
Boomchyk Borovyk, Vera, Natalka, Maxim
and Yurko were born. With Mr. Stasiw providing musical accompaniment, the actors
and a small group of singers created a musical track that is fun and energetic.
On October 21, Ms. Halaburda’s crew
began shooting the video. The puppets,
designed by the creator of the Sesame Street
puppets, Rick Lyon, began to dance, move
and talk, “but it looked terrible,” Ms.
Halaburda said.
Because the puppeteers – professionals
from PBS children’s shows – were not
Ukrainian speakers, the puppets’ mouths
were not moving in sync with the prerecorded Ukrainian audio. The puppeteers
overcame this problem by writing out the
script phonetically on cue cards. Scenes
were shot repeatedly to synchronize the
puppets’ movements with the audio track.
“By the end of the production several
non-Ukrainians on the crew were repeating
Ukrainian words and said they felt like they
were learning the language as well,” Ms.
Halaburda noted.
Once the videos were shot, Ms.
Halaburda and her editors spent long hours
editing. By November 2, the videos had
been reproduced and were ready for sale.
In the first month of sales, over 1,000
videos have been sold, as Ukrainians from
New York to Alaska have ordered videos.
Non-Ukrainians from Ms. Halaburda’s
home state of Wisconsin and the parents of
children adopted from Ukraine are ordering
the videos too.
Recently, Ms. Halaburda said, “I’m getting lots of letters from people who have
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seen the videos and are thrilled that somebody has done this. The best one was from
a woman who wrote that her son had seen
the video at a friend’s house and liked it so
much that he would not leave her alone
until she agreed to buy it from him. That
makes me so happy. That kids actually want
to watch the video.”
Mr. Halaburda’s goal was for her videos
to be a “really professional production –
something really special for Ukrainian children.” – It appears she has succeeded.
About the videos

The action in both videos takes place in
Alphabet Village (Sadochok Azbuky)
where letters grow on trees and the river
flows of alphabet soup. Boomchyk
Borovyk, the lovable purple puppet host,
leads viewers through the enchanted village
where they meet Natalka, who is eager to
learn the Ukrainian alphabet; Yurko, who
wants to capture the colorful village on canvas; and Maxim, who dreams of being a
soccer star. Vera, their creative teacher, finds
many ways to help them learn. Mila, an
English-speaking puppet, pops in throughout the video to provide encouragement and
explanations of the on-screen activities.
Using songs, games and colorful graphics, the Ukrainian Power videos teach and
entertain. Segments on pysanka-making,
Ukrainian dancing and famous Ukrainians
instill pride in the Ukrainian heritage. Live
footage of children at play further engages
young viewers.
Ukrainian Power Volume 1 focuses on
teaching the alphabet. In Ukrainian Power
Volume 2, the children of Alphabet Village
learn body parts, colors and numbers.
Closed captioning is available in English
so parents and friends who do not speak
Ukrainian can follow along.
To order the videos, call toll-free 866898-6308 or go to the website
www.ukrainianpower.com. Price: $20 each.
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This Holiday Season
Give A Gift That Pays Dividends!

UKRAINIAN ORTHODOX
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
Proudly announces its

Annual Christmas Gift Campaign
for all children under 16 years of age

Between December 1, 2000, and January 31, 2001,
all children who have new accounts opened, and those
who are already members, will be credited with $23.00
upon presentation of a credit union Gift Certificate.

Gift Certificates may be obtained at any of the credit union’s three offices.

Secure your children’s future with membership in
Ukrainian Orthodox Federal Credit Union!
MAIN OFFICE

215 Second Ave. (between 13th and 14th St.), New York, NY 10003
Tel.: (212) 533-2980 • Fax: (212) 995-5204
BRANCHES
35 Main St., So. Bound Brook, NJ 08880
Tel.: (732) 469-9085 • Fax: (732) 469-9165
691 Roosevelt Ave., Carteret, NJ 07008
Tel.: (732) 802-0480 • Fax: (732) 802-0484
e-mail: admin@uofcu.org

Website: www.uofcu.org
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COMMUNITY CHRONICLE

Connecticut parish holds 5K race to benefit CCRF

Some of the participants and winners of the 5K race and children’s “Fun Run”
held in Danbury to benefit the Children of Chornobyl Relief Fund.
DANBURY, Conn. – Holy Trinity
Orthodox Church hosted a five-kilometer road race to support the medical
mission of the Children of Chornobyl
Relief Fund. Held on Saturday,
September 17, this was the fourth annual competition organized by Holy
Trinity Parish that has raised thousands
of dollars for the Fund’s hospital partnerships in Ukraine.
Over 100 runners ranging in age from
12 to 65 ran the challenging route that
began and ended at the campus of
Western Connecticut State University.
The overall winner was Chris
McGarrigal, who clocked the best time at
16 minutes, 35 seconds in the men’s division. The fastest woman runner was
Cathy Kost with a winning time of 21:22.
In the seniors’ division the winner was
Gene Arcery, 65, who ran the course in
29:45 and Louise Decoraro, 55. who finished in 23:41. The youngest winners
were Brian Fogelstrom and Katie Neils
in the under-14 division.
The Holy Trinity race was co-sponsored by several New England businesses, including the Lenox Village Inn of
Western Massachusetts, the Ashford
Investment Group, Evian Water and several local eateries. The event was promoted on the local Rock Radio station,
WRKI 95.1.
At the conclusion of the race, winners
received special prizes and certificates
from the Rev. Luke Mihaly, pastor of
Holy Trinity Church. Speaking on behalf
of the CCRF, Executive Director
Alexander Kuzma thanked all the corporate sponsors and members of the organizing committee for their generosity. Mr.
Kuzma told the audience that proceeds

from this road race would be designated
for the CCRF’s winter airlift that will
provide medical aid for children’s hospitals in Rivne, Lutsk and Slavutych,
Ukraine.
Mr. Kuzma thanked all the members
of the Holy Trinity Church, especially
event co-chairs Jim Zeleniak and Bob
Hubiak, who have helped to raise over
$15,000 for the fund’s programs. “Given
the small size of this parish, it is remarkable how creative and effective your
efforts have been,” he added.
Since 1990, the CCRF has completed
26 airlifts to Ukraine, delivering more
than 1,300 tons of aid valued at $45
million. Recent reports and Ukrainian
news journals have verified that technology and training provided by the
CCRF have dramatically reduced infant
mortality rates in several partner hospitals.
The government of Ukraine has
announced that by December 15, it will
close the last operating nuclear reactor at
Chornobyl to reduce the risk of another
radiation release. Along with its other
ongoing projects, the CCRF will be
working to provide medical aid to the
families of atomic workers who are
expected to be laid off as a result of the
plant’s closure.
To support the CCRF’s medical mission, donors may send tax-deductible
donations to: Children of Chornobyl
Relief Fund, 272 Old Short Hills Road,
Short Hills, NJ 07078. To volunteer for
the fund or to help organize similar fundraisers for the 15th anniversary of the
Chornobyl disaster, supporters are urged
to call (973) 376-5140 or (203) 3870507.

Instead of sending money to your family in Ukraine, which will be quickly exhausted,
bring them to Canada so they can support themselves. Taras Machula and his staff
at Machula and Associates have completed over 60 workers work visa applications
successfully in the year 1999. If you are currently in the U.S. and would like to come
to Canada, or have family in Ukraine and cannot get them into the U.S., please consider Canada. Manitoba has a fasttrack immigration program. Therefore, for successful work visa processing or to apply for permanent residency, please
contact Taras Machula.
Machula and Associates Inc.
Foreign Worker Recruiters and Immigration Consultants
412 Bonner Ave., Winnipeg, MB R2G 1C4
Tel.: (204) 669-1078 • Fax: (204) 663-7197 • Cell: (204) 294-0925
tmachula@home.com
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Ukrainian, Ruthenian and Melkite clergy meet at retreat
No. 51

LIGONIER, Pa. – Clergy from three
Byzantine jurisdictions met for a fourday retreat here at Antiochian Village in
the lovely Laurel Highlands of western
Pennsylvania during the week of October
16, when the leaves were ablaze with
autumn color. Ukrainian Catholic Bishop
Robert Moskal, with a large number of
his priests and three of his deacons,
joined priests and deacons from the
Ruthenian Eparchy of Parma and the
Melkite Eparchy of Newton, Mass., to
hear the Very Rev. Thomas Hopko, dean
of St. Vladimir’s Orthodox Seminary in
New York, speak on prayer.
The Rev. Hopko, a renowned and
accomplished author, began his presentations to the clergy by reminding them
that, first and foremost, they were ministers of prayer; that they were to pray
themselves and then assist others in
prayer. They were to teach prayer, nurture prayer, promote prayer and – when
it became deviant – correct prayer.
Each ethnic group took a turn at leading public worship each day, the
Ukrainians on Tuesday, the Ruthenians
on Wednesday and the Melkites on
Thursday. Bishop Robert served the
divine liturgy with four of his presbyters:
Msgr. John Stevensky of Georgia, Msgr.
George Appleyard and Msgr. Peter
Waslo of Ohio, and the Rev. Ivan
Chirovsky of Florida. Deacon Michael
Kulick served with them.
Bishop Basil Schott, OFM, of the
Byzantine Eparchy of Parma was due to
serve the divine liturgy on Wednesday,
but was prevented at the last minute from
attending by illness. His protosyncellus,
Msgr. Robert Yarnovitz, rector of the
Cathedral of St. John the Baptist in
Parma, Ohio, was the protos at the Holy
Table, while Bishop Robert presided
from the episcopal chair. Msgr. Yarnovitz
was joined by the Very Rev. Michael
Evanick, regional protosyncellus for the
Midwest, the Very Rev. David Hannes,
regional protosyncellus for the Great
Lakes region, and Deacon Michael
Kenes. Thirty-one priests and two deacons from that eparchy attended the
retreat.
On the third day the Melkite clergy

Conference on Ukraine’s...

(Continued from page 5)
in Kyiv.
Close to 140 participants attended the
conference; among them officials from
Canada’s Department of National
Defense and the Department of Foreign
Affairs and International Trade, the
Research Branch of the Parliamentary
Library, the Senate of Canada, the head
of NATO’s Documentation and
Information Center in Kyiv, as well as
individuals from Harvard University, the
Keenan Institute, Ukraine’s National
Institute for Strategic Studies and Kyiv’s
East-West Institute. Officials from the
embassies of Ukraine, Poland, Russia
and Estonia were also present.
The conference proceedings are to be
published by the Chair of Ukrainian
Studies by April 2001. The “Towards a
New Ukraine III – Geopolitical
Imperatives of Ukraine: Regional
Contexts” conference was made possible
by financing from the Antin and Nadia
Iwachniuk Fund and the Constantine
Bida Fund. Funding was also obtained
from the Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council of
Canada, NATO and the Temerty Family
Foundation.
The conference committee consisted
of Prof. Kis, Prof. Irena Makaryk, Dr.
Mychajlyszyn and Irena Bell (coordinator).
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Clergy from Byzantine-rite Churches at their retreat in Pennsylvania.

served. In the absence of Bishop
Nicholas Samra, Archimandrite Philip
Raczka of Akron, Ohio, was the protos at
the Holy Table, while Bishop Robert
again presided at the episcopal chair. The
Rev. Kenneth Sherman of Rochester,
N.Y., and the Rev. Ignatius Harrington,
who pastors the Melkite congregations in
Columbus and Zanesville, Ohio, served

MAY WE HELP YOU?

To reach
The Ukrainian Weekly
call (973) 292-9800,
and dial the
appropriate extension
(as listed below).

Editorial – 3049, 3069
Administration – 3041
Advertising – 3040
Subscriptions – 3042
Production – 3052

with Archimandrite Philip, with the assistance of Deacon James Solomon of
Warren, Mich.
A committee of three priests had
arranged the retreat: Canon John Ropke
for the Ukrainians, the Rev. Denis
Hrubiak for the Ruthenians and the Rev.
Ibrahim Ibrahim for the Melkites.
Besides the Rev. Hopko’s moving

talks, the celebration of the Eucharist and
meals, the group had prayers together
each evening (vespers or compline) and
then had time to socialize. With the clergy spread out over such a large geographical area, this was an opportunity for
them to re-establish contact with each
other and to come to know priests and
deacons from other jurisdictions.

Full Financial Services
at our Jersey City Branch
558 Summit Ave., Jersey City, NJ (201) 795-4061

SELFRELIANCE
Ukrainian Federal
Credit Union

ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸Í‡ îÂ‰Âð‡Î¸Ì‡
äÓÓÔÂð‡ÚË‚Ì‡ ä‡Ò‡

"ëÄåéèéåßó"

Main Location: 2351 W. Chicago Ave. Chicago, IL 60622
Tel (773) 489-0520 Toll Free: (888) 222-UKR1 (8571)
Link to Chicagoland’s Ukrainian Community: www .selfreliance. com
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS

Sunday, December 31

CHICAGO: St. Joseph’s Church will host
a New Year’s Eve dinner-dance at the
church hall, 5000 N. Cumberland.
Cocktails are at 7:30 p.m., dinner at 8:30
p.m., followed by dancing to the music of
the Good Times. Tickets: $75 per person;
$20, dance only. The event will benefit St.
Joseph’s Charities. For reservations call
Motria, (773) 625-4805.
Saturday, January 13, 2001

BOSTON: “Malanka 2001,” hosted by
the Boston Ukrainian community (Plast,
Ukrainian American Heritage Foundation,
and Ukrainian American Veterans), will be
held at Cedars of Lebanon, 61 Rockwood
St., Jamaica Plain, Mass., starting at 7:30
p.m. Advance purchase tickets (before
January 8, 2001): adults, $25; youth, $15;
tickets at the door: adults, $35; youth, $20.
Buffet included in price. Music will be by

Luna. For tickets or information call Ihor
Mykyta, (508) 359-8058.

REQUIREMENTS:

There is a $10 charge per submission
for listings in Preview of Events. The
listing plus payment must be received
no later than one week before the
desired date of publication. There is also
the option of prepayment for a series of
listings.

Listings of no more than 100 words
(written in Preview format) plus payment should be sent to: Preview of
Events, The Ukrainian Weekly, 2200
Route 10, P.O. Box 280, Parsippany, NJ
07054. Information sent by fax should
include a copy of a check, in the amount
of $10 per listing, made out to The
Ukrainian Weekly. The Weekly’s fax
number is (973) 644-9510.

èÎ‡ÒÚÓ‚ËÈ äÛð¥Ì¸
éð‰ÂÌ ïðÂÒÚÓÌÓÒˆ¥‚
It is our honor to invite you to the

NEW YEAR’S
BANQUET & ZABAVA
December 31, 2000
Ramada Hotel
130 Route 10 West
East Hanover, NJ 07936
Music by:
FATA MORGANA
Banquet: 8:00 p.m.
Zabava: 9:00 p.m.
Adults 21 years of age and older:

Banquet & Zabava with 5-Hour Open Bar: $90.00 Per Person
Zabava Only with 5-Hour Open Bar: $60.00
Under 21 Years of Age:

Zabava Only: $25.00
Room Rate: $129.00 based upon a double occupancy
Each additional Person $10.00

WHAT?
YOU DON’T HAVE YOUR OWN
SUBSCRIPTION?

To subscribe to The Ukrainian Weekly, fill out the form below,
clip it and mail it to: Subscription Department, The Ukrainian Weekly,
2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280, Parsippany, NJ 07054.
NAME: __________________________________________________________________________________
NAME: (please type or print)
ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________________________________________

CITY: _______________________________________________ STATE: _________ ZIP CODE: _____________
PHONE (optional): ______________________________________________________

❏ UNA member subscription price — $40.00/yr.
UNA Branch number _________________________

❏ Non-member subscription price — $50.00/yr.

Formal Attire
Please call for reservations

(973) 386-5622

BEST SITE ABOUT UKRAINE
WWW.UKRAINE-TODAY.COM
and WWW.PRONAS.NET
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á èêÄáçàäéå êßáÑÇÄ ïêàëíéÇéÉé
‚¥Ú‡πÏÓ
Ì‡¯Ëı èðËflÚÂÎ¥‚, óÎÂÌ¥‚ ÉÓÎÓ‚ÌÓ„Ó ìðfl‰Û,
ìðfl‰ÌËÍ¥‚ Ç¥‰‰¥Î¥‚, óÎÂÌÒÚ‚Ó ìçëÓ˛ÁÛ ¥ ‚Ò¥ı
ëÔ¥‚ðÓ·¥ÚÌËÍ¥‚ Ú‡ ·‡Ê‡πÏÓ

Ç ë ú é Éé Ñ é Å êÄ Û ç é Ç é å ì ê é ñ ß
ìãüçÄ ¥ ÇéãéÑàåàê
Ñüóìäà

ê ‡ ‰ ¥ Ò Ì Ë ı ë ‚ fl Ú
ê ¥ Á ‰ ‚ ‡ ï ð Ë Ò ÚÓ ‚ Ó „Ó ¥
ô ‡ Ò Î Ë ‚ Ó „Ó ç Ó ‚ Ó „Ó ê Ó Í Û
êÓ‰ËÌ¥, èðËflÚÂÎflÏ, áÌ‡ÈÓÏËÏ,
ÉéãéÇçéåì ìêüÑéÇß ìçëÓ˛ÁÛ,
Ôð‡ˆ¥‚ÌËÍ‡Ï Ú‡ ‚Ò¥Ï ÒÂÍðÂÚ‡ðflÏ Ç¥‰‰¥Î¥‚
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ê ‡ ‰ ¥ Ò Ì Ë ı ë ‚ fl Ú
ê ¥ Á ‰ ‚ ‡ ï ð Ë Ò ÚÓ ‚ Ó „Ó ¥
ô ‡ Ò Î Ë ‚ Ó „Ó ç Ó ‚ Ó „Ó ê Ó Í Û
êÓ‰ËÌ¥, èðËflÚÂÎflÏ, áÌ‡ÈÓÏËÏ,
ÉéãéÇçéåì ìêüÑéÇß ìçëÓ˛ÁÛ,
Ôð‡ˆ¥‚ÌËÍ‡Ï Ú‡ ‚Ò¥Ï ÒÂÍðÂÚ‡ðflÏ Ç¥‰‰¥Î¥‚

˘ËðÓ ·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸

ëíÖîÄç ¥ ëÇüíéëãÄÇÄ
äÄóÄêÄ∫ Á ðÓ‰ËÌÓ˛

á ê¥Á‰‚ÓÏ ïðËÒÚÓ‚ËÏ
¥ çÓ‚ËÏ êÓÍÓÏ

❅

‚Ò¥ı Ì‡¯Ëı èðËflÚÂÎ¥‚
— ÒÂð‰Â˜ÌÓ ‚¥Ú‡˛Ú¸ —

åÄêßü ¥ åÄêäé Ñìòçàäà

˘ËðÓ ·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸

åÄêíÄ I ÑÄêäé ãàëäé
Á ðÓ‰ËÌÓ˛

ÇÂÒÂÎËı ë‚flÚ ê¥Á‰‚‡ ïðËÒÚÓ‚Ó„Ó
Ú‡ ô‡ÒÎË‚Ó„Ó çÓ‚Ó„Ó êÓÍÛ!
äéãÖ¢Äå, áçÄâéåàå ß èÄñß∏çíÄå
—·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸—

ÑÁ‚ÂÌËÒÎ‡‚‡ ¥ ‰-ð ã˛·ÓÏËð
üÇçß Á ðÓ‰ËÌÓ˛

Ç Ö ë Ö ã à ï ë Ç ü í ê ß á Ñ Ç Ä ï ê à ë íé Ç é Éé
Ú‡
ô Ä ë ã à Ç é Éé ç 0 Ç é Éé ê é ä ì !
êéÑàçß, èêàüíÖãüå ¥ áçÄâéåàå
—·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸—

ÇéãéÑàåàê, ÑéêéíÄ ¥ ãìäÄ
ÉéçóÄêàäà

ë. éðÂÌ‰Ê, ç.ÑÊ.

Ç Ö ë Ö ã à ï ë Ç ü í , ê ß á Ñ Ç Ä ï ê à ë íé Ç é Éé
Ú ‡ ô Ä ë ã à Ç é Éé ç é Ç é Éé 2 0 01 ê é ä ì
êéÑàçß, èêàüíÖãüå ¥ áçÄâéåàå
Ì‡È˘Ëð¥¯¥ ÔÓ·‡Ê‡ÌÌfl Á‡ÒËÎ‡˛Ú¸

ÇÖëÖãàï ëÇüí
êßáÑÇÄ ïêàëíéÇéÉé Ú‡
ôÄëãàÇéÉé çéÇéÉé êéäì
êéÑàçß, èêàüíÖãüå íÄ áçÄâéåàå
—·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸—

∏ÇÉÖç ¥ åÄêßâäÄ éëñßëãÄÇëúäß
Á êéÑàçéû

ëíÖîÄç ¥ ãßÑÄ ÉÄÇêàòß

Á ðÓ‰ËÌÓ˛

ìÒ¥Ï ÔðËflÚÂÎflÏ ¥ Ú‡ ˜ËÚ‡˜‡Ï é-äà ÍÎË˜Û
ÇÂÒÂÎËı ë‚flÚ ê¥Á‰‚‡ ïðËÒÚÓ‚Ó„Ó
Ú‡ ô‡ÒÎË‚Ó„Ó çÓ‚Ó„Ó êÓÍÛ

ïêàëíéë êéÜÑÄ∏íúëü
Ú‡ ·‡Ê‡˛ ·‡„‡ÚÓ ‰Ó·ð‡ Û 2001 ðÓˆ¥

ðÓ‰ËÌ¥, ÔðËflÚÂÎflÏ ¥ ÁÌ‡ÈÓÏËÏ
— · ‡ Ê ‡ ˛ Ú ¸—

ÇÄêäÄ, üêÖåÄ ãÖÇ ÅÄóàçëúäß, Ú‡ ßççÄ, üêÖåÄ ÄçÑêßâ
ÅÄóàçëúäß Á¥ ÒËÌ‡ÏË ßÇÄçéå ¥ åàïÄëÖå

éÎ¸„‡ äÛÁ¸ÏÓ‚Ë˜ – é-äÄ

ç¸˛-âÓðÍ, ç. â. ¥ äËª‚, ìÍð‡ªÌ‡

á êßáÑÇéå ïêàëíéÇàå
¥

êÄÑßëçàï ëÇüí
êßáÑÇÄ ïêàëíéÇéÉé Ú‡
ôÄëãàÇéÉé çéÇéÉé êéäì
êéÑàçß, èêàüíÖãüå ß áçÄâéåàå
—·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸—

‰-ð ÑÄç∏ãú ß ÉÄ ãü
éëñßëãÄÇëúäß Á¥ ÒËÌÓÏ ÑÄëúéå

çéÇàå êéäéå
—·‡Ê‡πÏÓ—
‚Ò¥Ï ê¥‰ÌËÏ, èðËflÚÂÎflÏ, áÌ‡ÈÓÏËÏ Ú‡ ëÚÛ‰¥ÈˆflÏ
ÔðÓÊËÚË ·‡„‡ÚÓ Î¥Ú Û‚¥Ì˜‡ÌËı ÛÒÔ¥ı‡ÏË
Û ˘‡ÒÚ¥ ¥ Á‰ÓðÓ‚’˛

ã¥‰¥fl, éÍÒ‡Ì‡, ã˛·ÓÏËð, å‡ðÍÓ
¥ è‡‚ÎÓ äðÛ¯ÂÎ¸ÌËˆ¸Í¥
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á ê¥Á‰‚ÓÏ ïðËÒÚÓ‚ËÏ
¥ ç Ó ‚ Ë Ï êÓ Í Ó Ï
‚¥Ú‡πÏÓ Ì‡¯Ëı ê¥‰ÌËı,
èðËflÚÂÎ¥‚ Ú‡ áÌ‡ÈÓÏËı
¥ ·‡Ê‡πÏÓ ∫Ï ˘‡ÒÚfl, Á‰ÓðÓ‚’fl,
‚Ò¥ı ·Î‡„ ·ÂÁ Î¥ÍÛ ¥ ‰Ó‚„Ó„Ó ‚¥ÍÛ.
ÇéãéÑàåàê ¥ çÖéçßãü ëéïÄçà
íÄêÄë ëéïÄç
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X ê à ëíé ë ê éÜ Ñ Ä ∏í ú ë ü !
á êßáÑÇéå ïêàëíéÇàå ¥ çéÇàå êéäéå
—‚¥Ú‡πÏÓ—
êéÑàçì, èêàüíÖãßÇ, áçÄâéåàï

ÔÓ Ó·Ë‰‚Óı ·ÓÍ‡ı ÓÍÂ‡ÌÛ

üêéëãÄÇÄ, áÖçéç ¥ ïêàëíü ëçàãàäà

ÇÂÒÂÎËı ë‚flÚ ê¥Á‰‚‡ ïðËÒÚÓ‚Ó„Ó
Ú ‡ ô‡ÒÎË‚Ó„Ó çÓ‚Ó„Ó 2001 ê ÓÍÛ!
êéÑàçß, Ñêìáüå ß áçÄâéåàå
—·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸—

ßÇÄçäÄ ¥ åàïÄëú èàãàèóÄä
êÓ‰ËÌ¥, èðËflÚÂÎflÏ ¥ áÌ‡ÈÓÏËÏ
—·‡Ê‡πÏÓ—

Ç Ö ë Ö ã à ï íÄ
ôÄëãàÇàï ëÇüí

ê ‡ ‰ ¥ Ò Ì Ë ı ë ‚ fl Ú
ê ¥ Á ‰ ‚ ‡ ï ð Ë Ò ÚÓ ‚ Ó „Ó
Ú ‡ ô ‡ Ò Î Ë ‚ Ó „Ó ç Ó ‚ Ó „Ó ê Ó Í Û
êéÑàçß, èêàüíÖãüå ß áçÄâéåàå

‰-ð ûêßâ Ú‡ éäëÄçÄ íêàíüä
Á ‰¥Ú¸ÏË ÄêÖíéû Ú‡ üêÖåß∏å

á êßáÑÇéå ïêàëíéÇàå ¥ çéÇàå 2001 êéäéå
êéÑàçß, èêàüíÖãüå ¥ áçÄâéåàå
Ì‡ÈÍð‡˘¥ ÔÓ·‡Ê‡ÌÌfl
ÒÍÎ‡‰‡π

çÄíÄ ãßü åÄäÄêÖÇàó
Á ‰¥Ú¸ÏË ¥ ‚ÌÛÍ‡ÏË

Ç Â Ò Â Î Ë ı ë ‚ fl Ú ê ¥ Á ‰ ‚ ‡ ï ð Ë Ò ÚÓ ‚ Ó „Ó
Ú ‡ ô ‡ Ò Î Ë ‚ Ó „Ó ç Ó ‚ Ó „Ó ê Ó Í Û
êéÑàçß, èêàüíÖãüå ¥ áçÄâéåàå
—·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸—

–·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸–

‰-ð éííé ¥ Äçü îßòÖê Á¥ ÒËÌÓÏ éííé, ÏÓÎ.

ïðËÒÚÓÒ êÓÊ‰‡πÚ¸Òfl
Ç Â Ò ÂÎ Ë ı ë‚ fl Ú ê ¥ Á ‰ ‚ ‡ ïð Ë Ò Ú Ó ‚ Ó „ Ó
¥ ô ‡ Ò Î Ë ‚ Ó „ Ó çÓ ‚ Ó „ Ó êÓ Í Û !
êéÑàçß, èêàüíÖãüå ¥ áçÄâéåàå

–·‡Ê‡π–

ÇÄëàãú óéãÄä
îßêåÄ ◊äÄêèÄíà“

íÂÎ.: (718) 937-6821

ç‡ÈÍð‡˘¥ Ò‚flÚÓ˜Ì¥ ÔÓ·‡Ê‡ÌÌfl,
Ú‡ ˘‡ÒÎË‚Ó„Ó ÌÓ‚Ó„Ó 2001 ðÓÍÛ
êéÑàçß, èêàüíÖãüå ß áçÄâéåàå
—ÒÍÎ‡‰‡π—

‰-ð ÄçÑêßâ, íÄíüçÄ ¥ íÄåÄêÄ
íÖêòÄäßÇñß

éÍÒ‡Ì‡ èflÒÂˆ¸Í‡ , Coldwell Banker

Greetings and Best Wishes
for Happy New Year and Healthy Holidays

Ç Â Ò Â Î Ë ı ë ‚ fl Ú ê ¥ Á ‰ ‚ ‡ ï ð Ë Ò ÚÓ ‚ Ó „Ó ¥
ô ‡ Ò Î Ë ‚ Ó „Ó ç Ó ‚ Ó „Ó 2 0 01 êÓ Í Û

TO FAMILY AND FRIENDS
— from —

Dr. P eter, Christine, Amy,
Caroline, Emily and Lauren Rives

(305) 604-8000

êéÑàçß, èêàüíÖãüå ß áçÄâéåàå
Ì‡ÈÍð‡˘¥ ÔÓ·‡Ê‡ÌÌfl ÒÍÎ‡‰‡π

ÇÄëàãú òÖÇóìä

ê ‡ ‰ ¥ Ò Ì Ë ı ë ‚ fl Ú , ê ¥ Á ‰ ‚ ‡ ï ð Ë Ò Ú Ó ‚ Ó „ Ó
Ú‡ ô‡ÒÎË‚Ó„Ó çÓ‚Ó„Ó êÓÍÛ

ÇÂÒÂÎËı ê¥Á‰‚flÌËı ë‚flÚ
Ú ‡ ô‡ÒÎË‚Ó„Ó çÓ‚Ó„Ó êÓÍÛ!

êÓ‰ËÌ¥, èðËflÚÂÎflÏ Ú‡ áÌ‡ÈÓÏËÏ

êéÑàçß, èêàüíÖãüå ¥ èÄñß∏çíÄå

— ·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸ —

—·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸—

‰-ð ÅéÉÑÄç ¥ ‰-ð ÄêßüÑçÄ
çàóäÄ-óÄêíéêàâëúäß Á ‰ÓÌÂ˜ÍÓ˛ ÄãÖäëéû

‰-ð éÎ¸„‡ ¥ ‰-ð Ö‚„ÂÌ¥È éãÖçäé
Á ‰Ó˜ÍÓ˛ å‡ð¥flÌÌÓ˛ îÓðÂÒÚ É¥ÎÎÒ, ç.â.
ç˛ âÓðÍ, ç.â.
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Ç Â Ò Â Î Ë ı ë ‚ fl Ú ê ¥ Á ‰ ‚ ‡ ï ð Ë Ò Ú Ó ‚ Ó „ Ó
Ú‡ ô‡ÒÎË‚Ó„Ó çÓ‚Ó„Ó êÓÍÛ
êÓ‰ËÌ¥, èðËflÚÂÎflÏ, è‡ˆ¥πÌÚ‡Ï Ú‡ áÌ‡ÈÓÏËÏ
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ê ‡ ‰ ¥ Ò Ì Ë ı ë ‚ fl Ú ê ¥ Á ‰ ‚ ‡ ï ð Ë Ò Ú Ó ‚ Ó „ Ó
Ú‡ ô‡ÒÎË‚Ó„Ó çÓ‚Ó„Ó êÓÍÛ
êÓ‰ËÌ¥, èðËflÚÂÎflÏ Ú‡ áÌ‡ÈÓÏËÏ
— ·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸ —

— ·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸ —

‰-ð ÅéÉÑÄç, éãÖäëÄçÑêÄ, ‰-ð ÄçÑêßâ,
‰-ð ÑßüçÄ çàóäà

❅

‰-ð ÅéÉÑÄç ¥ ‰-ð ÄêßüÑçÄ
çàóäÄ-óÄêíéêàâëúäß Á ‰ÓÌÂ˜ÍÓ˛ ÄãÖäëéû

á ê¥Á‰‚ÓÏ ïðËÒÚÓ‚ËÏ,
çÓ‚ËÏ êÓÍÓÏ ¥ ÅÓ„Ófl‚ÎÂÌÌflÏ
‚¥Ú‡πÏÓ
¥ ‚Ò¸Ó„Ó ‰Ó·ð‡, Á‰ÓðÓ‚’fl,
ð‡‰ÓÒÚ¥ ¥ ˘‡ÒÚfl ·‡Ê‡πÏÓ

Happy Holidays
EÇëíÄïßü ¥ åéíêßü åßãüçàó (MILANYTCH)

ÇÂÒÂÎËı ë‚flÚ ê¥Á‰‚‡ ïðËÒÚÓ‚Ó„Ó
¥ ô‡ÒÎË‚Ó„Ó çÓ‚Ó„Ó êÓÍÛ!
êéÑàçß, èêàüíÖãüå ß äãß∏çíÄå

— ·‡Ê‡π—

MICHAEL N. HALIBEJ
Phone (973) 402-2006
Fax: (973) 331-1409
Videophone: (973) 316-9806

Licenced Real Estate Broker
E-mail: Halibej@email.msn.com

1055 Parsippany Blvd.,
Suite 107
Parsippany, NJ 07054

ïêàëíéë êéÑàÇëü!
á êßáÑÇéå ïêàëíéÇàå ß çéÇàå êéäéå!
êéÑàçß ß Ñêìáüå

Á‰ÓðÓ‚'fl, ˘‡ÒÚfl ¥ ð‡‰¥ÒÌËı ‰Ì¥‚
·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸

åÄêíÄ ß ëíÄï üêéòß

Ç Ö ë Ö ã à ï ë Ç ü í ê ß á Ñ Ç Ä ï ê à ë í é Ç é Éé Ú ‡
ô Ä ë ã à Ç é Éé ¥ á Ñ é ê é Ç é Éé ç é Ç é Éé 2 0 01 ê é ä ì
êéÑàçß, èêàüíÖãüå ß äãß∏çíÄå

ÇÂÒÂÎËı ë‚flÚ ê¥Á‰‚‡ ïðËÒÚÓ‚Ó„Ó ¥
ô‡ÒÎË‚Ó„Ó çÓ‚Ó„Ó 2001 êÓÍÛ
êéÑàçß, èêàüíÖãüå ß äãß∏çíÄå
—·‡Ê‡π—

üêéëãÄÇ ãÖåÖ¢Ä, Äðı¥ÚÂÍÚ
1-800-811-4844

á êßáÑÇéå
ïêàëíéÇàå
¥
çéÇàå
êéäéå

˘ËðÓ ·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸

åÄêßâäÄ ¥ ëíÖèÄç Ñìèãüäà Á ‰ÓÌflÏË êéåéû
¥ ëìáÄççéû Á ˜ÓÎÓ‚¥ÍÓÏ
˜ÓÎÓ‚¥ÍÓÏ åàïÄâãéå ëäÄ ãéû
Ú‡ Ôð‡ˆ¥‚ÌËÍË ‰ðÛÍ‡ðÌ¥
COMPUTOPRINT Corp.
35 Harding Ave., Clifton, NJ 07011
Tel.: (973) 772-2166 • Fax: (973) 772-1963
e-mail: computopr@aol.com

ôËðÓ ‚¥Ú‡πÏÓ ‚Ò¥ı Ì‡¯Ëı Çò‡ÌÓ‚ÌËı ÉÓÒÚÂÈ, ëËÏÔ‡ÚËÍ¥‚ ¥
ïêàëíéë
èðËflÚÂÎ¥‚. ëÂð‰Â˜ÌÓ ‰flÍÛπÏÓ ªÏ Á‡ ªıÌ˛ ÔðËıËÎ¸Ì¥ÒÚ¸,
ê é Ñ à Ç ë ü!
Ô¥‰ÚðËÏÍÛ Ú‡ ‚¥‰‚¥‰Û‚‡ÌÌfl Ì‡¯Óª éÒÂÎ¥.
ÇÒ¥Ï èð‡ˆ¥‚ÌËÍ‡Ï ëÓ˛Á¥‚ÍË,óÎÂÌ‡Ï ¥ ìðfl‰ÌËÍ‡Ï ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍÓ„Ó
ç‡ðÓ‰ÌÓ„Ó ëÓ˛ÁÛ, ·‡Ê‡πÏÓ ÛÒ¸Ó„Ó ‰Ó·ð‡, ˘‡ÒÚfl, Á‰ÓðÓ‚’fl Ú‡
Ì‡ÈÍð‡˘Ëı ÛÒÔ¥ı¥‚ Û çÓ‚ÓÏÛ êÓˆ¥!

ìèêÄÇÄ ëéûáßÇäà
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ôÄëãàÇàï
ÇÖëÖãàï ëÇüí!
ð‡ ‰¥ÒÌËÏ

◊ ï ê à ëíé ë ê éÜ Ñ Ä ∏í ú ë ü ! “
–‚¥Ú‡πÏÓ–
êéÑàçì, ÇÖãúåàòÄçéÇçàï äãß∏çíßÇ
ß Çëû ìäêÄ∫çëúäì ÉêéåÄÑì

TRIDENT TRADE GROUP

êÄÑßëçàï ëÇüí
êßáÑÇÄ ïêàëíéÇéÉé
Ú‡ ôÄëãàÇéÉé çéÇéÉé 2001 êéäì
êéÑàçß, èêàüíÖãüå ¥ äãß∏çíÄå
·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸ ‚Î‡ÒÌËÍË

Äêäà
åÄêßâäÄ ¥ åàäéãÄ ÑêéÅÖçäé
Á ‰¥Ú¸ÏË ïêàëíàçéû ¥ ÄÑêßüçéå
26 First Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10009. Tel.: (212) 473-3550
å¥Ê èÂð¯Ó˛ ¥ ÑðÛ„Ó˛ ‚ÛÎËˆflÏË

1605 SPRINGFIELD AVE., MAPLEWOOD, NEW JERSEY 07040
TOLL FREE: (800) 242-7267 • IN NEW JERSEY (973) 378-8998

ô à ê é ë Ö êÑ Ö ó ç ß è é Å Ä Ü Ä ç ç ü
êÄ Ñ ß ë ç à ï ë Ç ü í
ê ß á Ñ Ç Ä ï ê à ë íé Ç é Éé
Ú‡

Ç Ö ë Ö ã à ï ë Ç ü í ê ß á Ñ Ç Ä ï ê à ë íé Ç é Éé

ô Ä ë ã à Ç é Éé ç é Ç é Éé
2 0 01 ê é ä ì

¥

ô Ä ë ã à Ç é Éé ç é Ç é Éé 2 0 01 ê é ä ì
êéÑàçß, èêàüíÖãüå, ÑéêéÉàå Ééëíüå ðÂÒÚÓð‡ÌÛ

Ñãü ìäêÄ∫çëúäé∫ ÉêéåÄÑà

—·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸—

Á ‡ Ò Ë Î ‡ π

ëíÄëú, äêàë ß Ñßíà

DNIPRO Co.

BIG STAS RESTAURANT

íÂÎ.: (973) 373-8783 • (888) 336-4776

1020 S. Wood Avenue
Linden, NJ 07036
(908) 862-6455
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ô à ê é ë Ö êÑ Ö ó ç ß è é Å Ä Ü Ä ç ç ü

èÓÌ‡‰ ïÏ‡ðË ‚ ìÍð‡ªÌÛ

êÄ Ñ ß ë ç à ï ë Ç ü í ê ß á Ñ Ç Ä ï ê à ëíé Ç é Éé
Ú ‡ ô Ä ë ã à Ç é Éé ç é Ç é Éé 2 0 01 ê é ä ì
äãß∏çíÄå, Ñêìáüå Ú‡

Ç Ö ë Ö ã à ï ë Ç ü í Ú ‡ ô Ä ë ã à Ç é Éé
ç é Ç é Éé 2 0 01 ê é ä ì

áçÄâéåàå

Á‡ÒËÎ‡π

(800) 487-5324

(215) 567-1328

220 South 20th Street • Philadelphia, PA 19103

äÎ¥πÌÚÂÎ¥, ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍËÏ ¥ ÇÂÚÂð‡ÌÒ¸ÍËÏ éð„‡Ì¥Á‡ˆ¥flÏ

Merr y Christmas
a n d H a p p y N e w Ye a r

ÇÖëÖãàï ëÇüí
ê ß á Ñ Ç Ä ï ê à ë í é Ç é Éé ¥
ô Ä ë ã à Ç é Éé ç é Ç é Éé ê é ä ì !

to patrons, friends and family
from owners of Olympic Community Market
Natalia Lazirko; son Oleh with wife Hanusia and children
Chrystyna and Andrijko; daughter Natalka with daughter Ivanka.

—·‡Ê‡π—

âéëàî äìèóÄä
Á ðÓ‰ËÌÓ˛

OLYMPIC COMMUNITY MARKET

‚Î‡ÒÌËÍ

122 40th St., Irvington, N.J.
Tel.: (973) 375-3181
Fax: (973) 375-2027

JOSEPH MEAT MARKET
437 Smith Street, Perth Amboy, NJ • Tel.: (732) 442-4660

Dekajlo Law Offices
would like to take this opportunity to wish all of their clients,
friends and the Ukrainian community

Merry Christmas
&

A Joyous and Healthy New Year
Oleh N. Dekajlo, Esq.

Orest T. Dekajlo, Esq.
together with their Associates and Staff
Long Island Office: 1900 Hempstead Turnpike, East Meadow, NY
New York City Office: 17 Battery Place, New York, NY
(516) 542-9300
(212) 269-9414

e-mail: Dekajlo@aol.com
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ÇÖëÖãàï ëÇüí
ê ß á Ñ Ç Ä ï ê à ëíé Ç é Éé
Ú‡
ô Ä ë ã à Ç é Éé ç é Ç é Éé ê é ä ì
—·‡Ê‡π—

ðÓ‰ËÌ‡ äéáßñúäàï, ‚Î‡ÒÌËÍË

Dunwoodie Travel Bureau
Ò‚ÓªÈ ðÓ‰ËÌ¥, ÔðËflÚÂÎflÏ Ú‡ ÍÎ¥πÌÚ‡Ï.
ç‡¯‡ Ù¥ðÏ‡ Á 27-Î¥ÚÌ¥Ï ‰ÓÒ‚¥‰ÓÏ ÔðÓÔÓÌÛπ Ì‡ÈÍð‡˘¥ ÒÓÎ¥‰Ì¥
ÔÓÒÎÛ„Ë ‚ ÔÓ‰ÓðÓÊ‡ı ÔÓ ˆ¥ÎÓÏÛ Ò‚¥Ú¥ ÔÓ Ì‡È‰Â¯Â‚¯Ëı ˆ¥Ì‡ı.
❄ èðÓ‰‡πÏÓ Í‚ËÚÍË Ì‡ Î¥Ú‡ÍË, ÍÓð‡·Î¥, ÔÓªÁ‰Ë
❄ á‡ÏÓ‚ÎflπÏÓ „ÓÚÂÎ¥ Ú‡ ‡‚Ú‡
❆ èÓÏ‡„‡πÏÓ Á ÔðËªÁ‰ÓÏ ð¥‰Ì¥ Á ìÍð‡ªÌË

íÂÎÂÙÓÌÛÈÚÂ Ì‡ ˜ËÒÎÓ: (914) 969-4200 ‡·Ó (800) 550-4334
771A Yonkers Ave., Yonkers NY 10704

êÄ Ñ ß ë ç à ï ë Ç ü í ê ß á Ñ Ç Ä ï ê à ëíé Ç é Éé
Ú ‡ ô Ä ë ã à Ç é Éé ç é Ç é Éé 2 0 01 ê é ä ì !
êéÑàçß, èêàüíÖãüå ¥ äãß∏çíÄå
·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸

éêÖëí ¥ éäëÄçÄ èìñÄä Á¥ ÒËÌ‡ÏË
íÖé Ñéêéå i êéåÄçéå

çÓ‚Óð¥˜ÌËÈ ‚¥ð¯-ÔÓÁ‰ÓðÓ‚ÎÂÌÌfl
ãÛÌ‡˛Ú¸ ‰Á‚ÓÌË, ‚¥˜Ì¥, ˜ËÒÚ¥ ‰Á‚ÓÌË
á ê¥Á‰‚ÓÏ ïðËÒÚÓ‚ËÏ, ˘Ó Ò‚flÚÍÛπ Ò‚¥Ú
ãÂÚflÚ¸ Á¥ðÍ‡ÏË Íð¥Á¸ ÛÒ¥ ÍÓð‰ÓÌË
Å‡Ê‡ÌÌfl ˘‡ÒÚfl ¥ ‰Ó·ð‡, ◊åÌÓ„‡fl Î¥Ú“

ôÓ· ÁÌËÍÎÓ „ÓðÂ, ‚ÒflÍÂ ÎËıÓÎ¥ÚÚfl,
ã˛·Ó‚ Ú‡ Ôð‡ˆfl ÔðËÍð‡¯‡ÎË ˜‡Ò,
ô‡ÒÎË‚ËÈ çÓ‚ËÈ ê¥Í ¥ ‚ÒÂ ÚËÒfl˜ÓÎ¥ÚÚfl
Ç¥‰ ÅÓ„‡ ÔÓ‰‡ðÛÌÓÍ ˆÂÈ ‰Îfl Ì‡Ò.

ÄÎÂ ‚¥‰ ÒÂ·Â, ¥ ·‡Ú¸Í‡Ï, ¥ ‰¥ÚflÏ,
Ñ‡ÎÂÍËÏ ‰ðÛÁflÏ - ÛÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍËÈ ıËÒÚ
òÎÂÏÓ Ô‡ÍÛÌÍË Íð¥Á¸ ÛÒÂ ÒÚÓÎ¥ÚÚfl,
äð¥Ï ÔÓ‰‡ðÛÌÍ¥‚ - Á ÔÓˆ¥ÎÛÌÍÓÏ ÎËÒÚ.

äÓÏÛ:
ìÒ¥Ï ¯‡ÌÓ‚ÌËÏ ‰ðÛÁflÏ Ú‡ ÍÎ¥πÌÚ‡Ï,
Å‡Ú¸Í‡Ï, ðÓ‰ËÌ‡Ï, ìÍð‡ªÌ¥ ‚Ò¥È,
ÑÓ·ð‡ Ú‡ ˘‡ÒÚfl, ÍÓðËÒÚÛ˛˜ËÒ¸ ÏÓÏÂÌÚÓÏ
ê‡ÁÓÏ Á ·‡Ê‡ÌÌflÏ ‚ËÍÓÌ‡ÌÌfl Ïð¥È!
Ç¥‰ ÍÓ„Ó:
Ç¥‰ Ù¥ðÏË ‰ðÛÁ¥‚, ˘Ó Ô¥‰ÌflÎË ÚÓÒÚ
ëÚÓ ðÓÍ¥‚ Ç‡Ï ‚¥Ì¯Ûπ

“Ukrainian Post”!
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Best W ishes for a Very Mer ry Christmas
and a Happy, Healthy New Year

to the Ukrainian clergy and to the students, teachers, parents,
alumni, and many supporters and donors
of St. George School and Academy.
We look forward to a secure future
for our school in the 21st century!
St. George School Parents Committee

ÇÖëÖãàï ëÇüí
êßáÑÇÄ ïêàëíéÇéÉé ß ôÄëãàÇéÉé 2001 çéÇéÉé êéäì
ÇÒÂ˜ÂÒÌÓÏÛ ÑÛıÓ‚ÂÌÒÚ‚Û, ‚Ò¥Ï Óð„‡Ì¥Á‡ˆ¥flÏ,
ÔðËflÚÂÎflÏ ¥ ‚Ò¸ÓÏÛ „ðÓÏ‡‰flÌÒÚ‚Û ÔÂðÂÒËÎ‡π

John Senko Funeral Homes
Hempstead Funeral Home
89 Peninsula Blvd.
Hempstead, NY 11550
(516) 481-7460
Fax (516) 481-7967

Senko Funeral Home
213-215 Bedford Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11211
(718) 388-4416

MICT

MEEST

ç Ä â Å ß ã ú ò Ä ì ä êÄ ∫ ç ë ú ä Ä è é ë à ã ä é Ç Ä ä é å è Ä ç ß ü

ÇßíÄ∏ ëÇé∫ï äãI∏çíßÇ, èêàüíÖãßÇ, áçÄâéåàï,
ëÇé∫ï èêÖÑëíÄÇçàäßÇ íÄ Çëû ìäêÄ∫çëúäì ÉêéåÄÑì

á êßáÑÇéå ïêàëíéÇàå íÄ çéÇàå 2001 êéäéå.

ÇÖëÖãàï ëÇüí ÇÄå!
ô Ä ëí ü , á Ñ é ê é Ç ’ ü
ß Ñ é Å êÄ Ç ç é Ç é å ì ê é ñ ß !
Tel.: (908) 474-1100

1-800-288-9949
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THE WASHINGTON GROUP
An Association of Ukrainian-American Professionals,
who live throughout the United States and in several countries
of the world, extends its warmest wishes
to the entire Ukrainian-American community

ÇÂÒÂÎËı ë‚flÚ!
And Joy, Peace and Prosperit y
in the new Millennium

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 17, 2000

ï ð Ë Ò ÚÓ Ò êÓÊ ‰ ‡ π Ú ¸ Ò fl !

ìäêÄ∫çëúäÄ
òäßãúçÄ êÄÑÄ
—‚¥Ú‡π—

á ê¥Á‰‚ÓÏ ïðËÒÚÓ‚ËÏ Ú ‡ çÓ‚ËÏ 2001 ðÓÍÓÏ
ßπð‡ðı¥‚ Ú‡ ÑÛıÓ‚ÂÌÒÚ‚Ó ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍËı ñÂðÍÓ‚, Ì‡¯¥ ¯Í¥Î¸Ì¥, ÏÓÎÓ‰Â˜¥
Ú‡ „ðÓÏ‡‰Ò¸Í¥ Óð„‡Ì¥Á‡ˆ¥ª Ú‡ ‚ÂÒ¸ ÛÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍËÈ Ì‡ðÓ‰
Ì‡ ð¥‰ÌËı ÁÂÏÎflı Ú‡ Ì‡ ÔÓÒÂÎÂÌÌflı!

Visit our website: www.TheWashingtonGroup.org

Ihor Kotlarchuk, President
Michael Drabyk, Secretary

Anya Silecky, Vice-President
Roman Stelmach, Treasurer

UKRAINIAN CONGRESS COMMITTEE OF AMERICA
COORDINATING COUNCIL – STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year to you all
John Burtyk, President
Josef Jacus, Secretary

á êßáÑÇéå ïêàëíéÇàå ¥ çéÇàå êéäéå!

ÖÍÁÂÍÛÚË‚‡ áÎÛ˜ÂÌÓ„Ó
ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍÓ„Ó ÄÏÂðËÍ‡ÌÒ¸ÍÓ„Ó
ÑÓÔÓÏÓ„Ó‚Ó„Ó äÓÏ¥ÚÂÚÛ
—·‡Ê‡π—
ìÒ¥Ï Óð„‡Ì¥Á‡ˆ¥flÏ, ˜ÎÂÌ‡Ï áìÄÑä-Û, ÛÒ¥Ï ‰Ó·ðÓ‰¥flÏ áìÄÑä-Û
¥ ÊÂðÚ‚Ó‰‡‚ˆflÏ Ì‡ ı‡ðËÚ‡ÚË‚ÌÛ ‰¥flÎ¸Ì¥ÒÚ¸ áìÄÑä-Û
Ú‡ ÛÒ¥Ï Ì‡¯ËÏ ·ð‡Ú‡Ï ¥ ÒÂÒÚð‡Ï Û Çßãúçßâ ìäêÄ∫çß

åËðÌËı ¥ ê‡‰¥ÒÌËı ë‚flÚ
êßáÑÇÄ ïêàëíéÇéÉé
¥ ˘‡ÒÎË‚Ó„Ó çéÇéÉé êéäì
Ú‡ ÔÓÁ‰ÓðÓ‚Îflπ ÛÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍËÏ Úð‡‰Ëˆ¥ÈÌËÏ ÔðË‚¥ÚÓÏ

ï ê à ëíé ë ê éÜ Ñ Ä ∏í ú ë ü !
UNITED UKRAINIAN AMERICAN RELIEF COMMITTEE, INC.
1206 Cottman Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19111
Tel.: (215) 728-1630
Fax (215) 728-1631

UKRAINIAN ENGINEERS’ SOCIETY OF AMERICA, INC.
The Board of Directors of
Ukrainian Engineers’ Society of America,
with the upcoming holidays, extends warm wishes of

Merry Christmas
and a Joyous and Happy New Year
to all of its members, their families and all its friends

No. 51

SHEVCHENKO SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY, Inc.
extends its wishes

for a wonderful Christmas
and a
Happy New Year
to the Ukrainian American community

and invites all
to its lectures and conferences

No. 51
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òÄçéÇçàå ÜÖêíÇéÑÄÇñüå
Ì‡ ÍÛÔ¥‚Î˛ ◊ÇÖêïéÇàçà“
¥ Çëßâ ìäêÄ∫çëúäßâ ÉêéåÄÑß

ê ß á Ñ Ç Ä ï ê à ë íé Ç é Éé
ß ô Ä ë ã à Ç é Éé
ç é Ç é Éé ê é ä ì

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 17, 2000

ÖÍÁÂÍÛÚË‚ÌËÈ äÓÏ¥ÚÂÚ ìçëÓ˛ÁÛ ¥
‚Ë‰‡‚ÌËˆÚ‚Ó ◊ë‚Ó·Ó‰‡“
ëäãÄÑÄûíú èÖêÇéß∏êÄêïÄå ìäêÄ∫çëúäàï ñÖêäéÇ, ìäêÄ∫çëúäàå éêÉÄçßáÄñßüå,óãÖçÄå
ìçëÓ˛ÁÛ, ìèêÄÇÄå ÇßÑÑßãßÇ Ú‡ éäêìÜçàï äéåßíÖíßÇ, flÍ ¥ èÖêÖÑèãÄíçàäÄå i óàíÄóÄå,

flÍ¥ Ò‚flÚÍÛ˛Ú¸ Ì‡ðÓ‰ÊÂÌÌfl ßÒÛÒ‡ ïðËÒÚ‡ 25 „ðÛ‰Ìfl ˆ.ð.,
Ì‡ÈÍð‡˘¥ ÔÓ·‡Ê‡ÌÌfl

Ç Ö ë Ö ã à ï ë Ç ü í ê ß á Ñ Ç Ä ï ê à ë í é Ç é Éé
¥ ô Ä ë ã à Ç é Éé ç é Ç é Éé ê é ä ì !

–·‡Ê‡π–

ìäêÄ∫çëúäÄ-ÄåÖêàäÄçëúäÄ
äìãúíìêçÄ îìçÑÄñßü

ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸Í‡
îÂ‰Âð‡Î¸Ì‡
äðÂ‰ËÚÓ‚‡
äÓÓÔÂð‡ÚË‚‡

◊ë‡ÏÓÔÓÏ¥˜“Û î¥Îfl‰ÂÎ¸Ù¥ª
ÇÂÒÂÎËı Ò‚flÚ
ê¥Á‰‚‡ ïðËÒÚÓ‚Ó„Ó ¥
˘‡ÒÎË‚Ó„Ó ÌÓ‚Ó„Ó
20 01ðÓÍÛ

Ç Â Ò Â Î Ë ı ë ‚ fl Ú
ê¥Á‰‚‡ ïðËÒÚÓ‚Ó„Ó
Ú‡ ô‡ÒÎË‚Ó„Ó çÓ‚Ó„Ó êÓÍÛ!
ÇÂÎ¸ÏË¯‡ÌÓ‚ÌËÏ: êÂÍÚÓðÓ‚¥, ÑÂÍ‡Ì‡Ï, ‚Ò¥Ï èðÓÙÂÒÓð‡Ï i ëÚÛ‰ÂÌÚ‡Ï
ìÇì, åÂˆÂÌ‡Ú‡Ï, ÑÓ·ðÓ‰¥flÏ ¥ ÜÂðÚ‚Ó‰‡‚ˆflÏ îÛÌ‰‡ˆ¥ª ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍÓ„Ó
Ç¥Î¸ÌÓ„Ó ìÌ¥‚ÂðÒËÚÂÚÛ, ÑÛıÓ‚ÂÌÒÚ‚Û ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍËı ñÂðÍÓ‚, ìÒÚ‡ÌÓ‚‡Ï,
åÓÎÓ‰Â˜ËÏ ¥ ëÚÛ‰ÂÌÚÒ¸ÍËÏ, ÉðÓÏ‡‰Ò¸ÍËÏ éð„‡Ì¥Á‡ˆ¥flÏ Ú‡ ‚Ò¸ÓÏÛ
ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍÓÏÛ ç‡ðÓ‰Ó‚¥ ‚ ìÍð‡ªÌ¥ ¥ ÔÓÁ‡ ÏÂÊ‡ÏË Å‡Ú¸Í¥‚˘ËÌË
—·‡Ê‡π—
ì è ê Ä Ç Ä

îìçÑÄñß∫ ìäêÄ∫çëúäéÉé ÇßãúçéÉé ìçßÇÖêëàíÖíì
Mailing Address: UKRAINIAN FREE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION, Inc.; P.O.Box 1028, New York, NY 10276
Office Address: UKRAINIAN FREE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION, Inc.; 43 St. Marks Pl., New York, NY 10003
Fax: 212-260-5408 • Tel.: 212-353-3029

ç‡¯ËÏ ˜ÎÂÌ‡Ï Ú‡ ‚Ò¥È ÛÍð‡ªÌÒ¸Í¥È „ðÓÏ‡‰¥

Ukrainian Selfreliance
Federal Credit Union
Main Office:
1729 Cottman Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19111
Tel.: (215) 725-4430 • Fax: (215) 725-0831
24th Street Branch:
2307 Brown St., Philadelphia, PA
Tel.: (215) 232-3993

To clients, members and Ukrainian community

Merr y Christmas
a n d a H a p p y, H e a l t h y,
a n d P ro s p e ro u s N e w Ye a r

Ukrainian Center Branch:
910 Henrietta Ave., Huntingdon Valley, PA
Tel.: (215) 379-0400

WWW.UKR CREDITUNIONPHILA.COM

ROCHESTER UKRAINIAN FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
824 Ridge Road, East
Rochester, NY 14621-1782
Fax: (716) 338-2980 • Tel.: (716) 544-9518

ÑÓðÓ„¥ ·ð‡ÚË ¥ ÒÂÒÚðË Û ÉÓÒÔÓ‰¥ Ì‡¯ÓÏÛ ßÒÛÒ¥ ïðËÒÚ¥!
ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸Í‡ ∏‚‡Ì„ÂÎ¸Ò¸Í‡ ñÂðÍ‚‡ ÉðÓÏ‡‰ ÅÓÊËı ‚ ûÌ¥ÓÌ, ç. ÑÊ.
‚¥Ú‡π ÛÒ¥ı ˜ËÚ‡˜¥‚ ◊ë‚Ó·Ó‰Ë“ ¥ ◊ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍÓ„Ó íËÊÌÂ‚ËÍ‡“, ÛÒ¥ı ˜ÎÂÌ¥‚
ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍÓ„Ó ç‡ðÓ‰ÌÓ„Ó ëÓ˛ÁÛ Á ê¥Á‰‚ÓÏ ïðËÒÚÓ‚ËÏ!
ìÍð‡ªÌˆ¥ ‚ ÄÏÂðËˆ¥ ÏÓÊÛÚ¸ Ì‡ÎÂÊ‡ÚË ‰Ó ð¥ÁÌËı ÔÓÎ¥ÚË˜ÌËı Ô‡ðÚ¥È, ÚÂ˜¥È ¥ ÒÔ¥Î¸ÌÓÚ, ‡ÎÂ ÔÂðÂ‚‡ÊÌÛ ·¥Î¸¯¥ÒÚ¸ π‰Ì‡π Û ‚ÂÎËÍÛ ðÓ‰ËÌÛ
Ú¥Î¸ÍË ‚¥ð‡ Û Ì‡¯Ó„Ó ëÔ‡ÒËÚÂÎfl ßÒÛÒ‡ ïðËÒÚ‡, ÛÒ¥ı Ì‡Ò ÔðÓ‚‡‰ËÚ¸
ÒÚÂÊÍ‡ÏË ÊËÚÚfl âÓ„Ó Î˛·Ó‚, ÛÒ¥ ÏË ˜ÂðÔ‡πÏÓ Ì‡ÒÌ‡„Û ¥ ÏÛ‰ð¥ÒÚ¸ Û
ÅÓÊÓÏÛ ëÎÓ‚¥. íÓÏÛ ê¥Á‰‚Ó π ÔðÓ‚¥‰ÌËÏ ıðËÒÚËflÌÒ¸ÍËÏ Ò‚flÚÓÏ
·¥Î¸¯ÓÒÚË ÛÍð‡ªÌˆ¥‚.
ì Ò‚flÚÍÓ‚¥ ‰Ì¥ ÁË˜ËÏÓ ‚‡Ï ‰Ó·ðÓ„Ó Á‰ÓðÓ‚’fl! Ç˜¥Ú¸Òfl Î˛·Ó‚¥ ‰Ó
Î˛‰ÂÈ ‚ ßÒÛÒ‡ ïðËÒÚ‡, ˜ËÌ¥Ú¸ ‰Ó·ðÓ, ‡ ÍÓÎË Ò‡Ï¥ ÔÓÚðÂ·ÛπÚÂ ‰ÛıÓ‚ÌÓª
˜Ë Ï‡ÚÂð¥flÎ¸ÌÓª Ô¥‰ÚðËÏÍË, ÔðËıÓ‰¸ÚÂ ‰Ó Ì‡¯Óª ñÂðÍ‚Ë.
ÉéëèéÑú êÄÜÑÄ∏íúëü, ëãÄÇßåé âéÉé!

èÄÇãé ïéÑçÖÇàó, Ô‡ÒÚÓð

á Ì ‡ „Ó ‰ Ë ë ‚ fl Ú
ê ¥ Á ‰ ‚ ‡ ï ð Ë Ò ÚÓ ‚ Ó „Ó
¥ ç Ó ‚ Ó „Ó 2 0 01 ð Ó Í Û
Çëßå ìèêÄÇÄå ÇßÑÑßãßÇ
íÄ óãÖçÄå îßãüÑÖãúîßâëúäé∫ éäêìÉà
ìäêÄ∫çëúäéÉé çÄêéÑçéÉé ëéûáì

Ì‡ÈÍð‡˘¥ ÔÓ·‡Ê‡ÌÌfl
ÔÓ·‡Ê‡ÌÌfl
Íð¥ÔÍÓ„
Ó Á‰ÓðÓ‚’fl ¥ ‚Ò¥ı ÉÓÒÔÓ‰Ì¥ı
Íð¥ÔÍÓ„Ó
ÉÓÒÔÓ‰Ì¥ı Î‡ÒÍ
–·‡Ê‡˛Ú¸–

ëíÖîÄç ÉÄÇêàò – „ÓÎÓ‚‡ éÍðÛ„Ë,
åàäéãÄ èêàòãüä – ÒÂÍðÂÚ‡ð
ÇÄëàãú ∏ÇíìòÖçäé – Í‡ÒËð
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NEW YORK BANDURA ENSEMBLE
òäéãÄ äéÅáÄêëúäéÉé åàëíÖñíÇÄ
‚ çúû-âéêäì
◊Bandura“ Magazine – ÜÛðÌ‡Î ◊Å‡Ì‰Ûð‡“

ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍËÈ ïÓð ◊ÑìåäÄ“
‚ ç˛ âÓðÍÛ
—·‡Ê‡π—

êÄ Ñ ß ë ç àï ë Çü í
ê ß áÑ ÇÄ ï ê àëíéÇ éÉé
Ú ‡ ô Äëã à Ç éÉé çé Ç éÉé ê é äì !
ÇËÒÓÍÓÔðÂÔÓ‰Ó·ÌÓÏÛ ÑÛıÓ‚ÂÌÒÚ‚Û, ‚Ò¥Ï ÔÓÎ¥ÚË˜ÌËÏ ¥ ÍÛÎ¸ÚÛðÌËÏ
Óð„‡Ì¥Á‡ˆ¥flÏ ¥ ªı ÔðÓ‚Ó‰Ó‚¥ Ì‡ ìÍð‡ªÌ¥ ¥ Ì‡ ÔÓÒÂÎÂÌÌflı, ‚Ò¥Ï
·‡Ì‰ÛðËÒÚ‡Ï, Î˛·ËÚÂÎflÏ Ì‡¯Ó„Ó Ì‡ˆ¥ÓÌ‡Î¸ÌÓ„Ó ¥ÌÒÚðÛÏÂÌÚÛ –
·‡Ì‰ÛðË, ¥ ‚Ò¥Ï ·‡Ì‰ÛðËÒÚ‡Ï Ì‡ ‚Ò¥ı ÍÓÌÚËÌÂÌÚ‡ı,
‡ ÓÒÓ·ÎË‚Ó ‚ ìÍð‡ªÌ¥ Ú‡ ‚Ò¸ÓÏÛ ÛÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍÓÏÛ Ì‡ðÓ‰Ó‚¥

ê ‡ ‰ ¥ Ò Ì Ë ı ë ‚ fl Ú ê ¥ Á ‰ ‚ ‡ ï ð Ë Ò ÚÓ ‚ Ó „Ó Ú ‡
ô ‡ Ò Î Ë ‚ Ó „Ó ç Ó ‚ Ó „Ó ê Ó Í Û
ÇËÒÓÍÓÔðÂÔÓ‰Ó·ÌËÏ ÇÎ‡‰ËÍ‡Ï, ëÛÒÔ¥Î¸ÌÓ-ÉðÓÏ‡‰Ò¸ÍËÏ ìÒÚ‡ÌÓ‚‡Ï
i ‚Ò¥Ï Ì‡¯ËÏ èðËıËÎ¸ÌËÍ‡Ï ¥ èðËflÚÂÎflÏ, flÍ ÚÂÊ Ì‡¯¥È ˆ¥Î¥È
◊ÑÛÏÍ‡ðÒ¸Í¥È“ êÓ‰ËÌ¥, ˘ËðÓÒÂð‰Â˜ÌÓ ·‡Ê‡π —

ìÔð‡‚‡ ïÓðÛ ◊ÑÛÏÍ‡“

˘ËðÓÒÂð‰Â˜ÌÓ ·‡Ê‡π

ìèêÄÇÄ òäéãà
äéÅáÄêëúäéÉé åàëíÖñíÇÄ
Ç çúû-âéêäì
òäéãÄ äéÅáÄêëúäéÉé åàëíÖñíÇÄ
SCHOOL OF BANDURA
84-82 164th STREET
JAMAICA, NY 11432
Tel.: (718) 658-7449
Fax (718) 658-7449

ÇÖëÖãàï ëÇüí
ê ß á Ñ Ç Ä ï ê à ë íé Ç é Éé
Ú‡

ô Ä ë ã à Ç é Éé
ç é Ç é Éé 2 0 01 ê é ä ì !
èðÓÚÓ‡ðıËÏ‡Ì‰ðËÚÓ‚¥ Ñßéçßáß∏Çß

ãüïéÇàóì , ˜ËÌÛ óëÇÇ,
ÓÚˆÂ‚¥, ‰-ðÓ‚¥ ßáàÑéêéÇß èÄíêàãì , óëÇÇ,
åËÚðÓÔÓÎËÚÓ‚¥ ëìãàäéÇß ,
ÇÎ‡‰Ëˆ¥ åàïÄâãéÇß , óçß,
ÇÎ‡‰Ëˆ¥ ßççéäÖçíßû , óëÇÇ,
ÇÎ‡‰Ëˆ¥ ∏îêÖåéÇß äêàÇéåì , óëÇÇ,
¥„ÛÏÂÌÓ‚¥ êéÅÖêíéÇß , óëÇÇ
Ú‡ ÓÚˆÂ‚¥, ‰-ðÓ‚¥ ÄçÑêß∏Çß óàêéÇëúäéåì ,
‰Ëð. ßÌÒÚËÚÛÚÛ ¥Ï. åËÚðÓÔÓÎËÚ‡ òÂÔÚËˆ¸ÍÓ„Ó,

êéÑàçß, èêàüíÖãüå, áçÄâéåàå
ß Çëßå ïêàëíàüçÄå ‚ ìäêÄ∫çß
–·‡Ê‡π–

ßêàçÄ áÄïÄêäßÇ

ê ‡ ‰ ¥ Ò Ì Ë ı Ú ‡ ô ‡ Ò Î Ë ‚ Ë ı ë ‚ fl Ú !
ÇÂÎ¸ÏË¯‡ÌÓ‚ÌËÏ èðÓÙÂÒÓð‡Ï, ÍÓÎË¯Ì¥Ï Û˜ÌflÏ „¥ÏÌ‡Á¥ª
Ú‡ ÛÒ¥Ï ÏÂ¯Í‡ÌˆflÏ Å‡ÈðÓÈÚÒ¸ÍÓ„Ó Ú‡·ÓðÛ
–·‡Ê‡π–

ÑßãéÇàâ äéåßíÖí ÅÄâêéâíëúäé∫ ÉßåçÄáß∫

ÇÖëÖãàï ëÇüí
êßáÑÇÄ ïêàëíéÇéÉé
¥ çéÇéÉé êéäì
èÎ‡ÒÚÓ‚ËÏ ä‡ÔÂÎflÌ‡Ï, ç‡˜‡Î¸ÌÓÏÛ èÎ‡ÒÚÛÌÓ‚¥, èðÂÏ'πðå¥Ì¥ÒÚðÓ‚¥ Ç¥ÍÚÓðÓ‚¥ û˘ÂÌÍÛ – ÔÓ˜ÂÒÌÓÏÛ ˜ÎÂÌÓ‚¥ èÎ‡ÒÚÛ,
ÉÓÎÓ‚Ì¥È èÎ‡ÒÚÓ‚¥È ê‡‰¥, äð‡ÈÓ‚ËÏ èÎ‡ÒÚÓ‚ËÏ ëÚ‡ð¯ËÌ‡Ï
Ä‚ÒÚð‡Î¥ª, Äð£ÂÌÚËÌË, ÇÂÎËÍÓ·ðËÚ‡Ì¥ª, ëòÄ, ä‡Ì‡‰Ë, ç¥ÏÂ˜˜ËÌË,
èÓÎ¸˘¥, ìÍð‡ªÌË, ëÎÓ‚‡˜˜ËÌË
ÇÒ¥Ï ÔÎ‡ÒÚÛÌÍ‡Ï ¥ ÔÎ‡ÒÚÛÌ‡Ï Ú‡ ÔðËflÚÂÎflÏ èÎ‡ÒÚÛ Û ‚Ò¸ÓÏÛ Ò‚¥Ú¥
—·‡Ê‡π—

ÉéãéÇçÄ èãÄëíéÇÄ ÅìãÄÇÄ
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á¥ ë‚flÚ‡ÏË
ê¥Á‰‚‡ ïðËÒÚÓ‚Ó„Ó
¥ çÓ‚ËÏ êÓÍÓÏ

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 17, 2000

ïêàëíéë
êéÜÑÄ∏íúëü!
ëãÄÇßíÖ âéÉé!

Ì‡ÈÍð‡˘¥ ÔÓ·‡Ê‡ÌÌfl, ·‡„‡ÚÓ ð‡‰ÓÒÚË, ÒÓÌˆfl È ÛÒÔ¥ı¥‚ Ò‚ÓªÏ
óÎÂÌ‡Ï, èðËflÚÂÎflÏ, ëËÏÔ‡ÚËÍ‡Ï Ú‡ ÑðÛÊÌ¥Ï äÎ˛·‡Ï
ÒÍÎ‡‰‡π

ìèêÄÇÄ äÄêèÄíëúäéÉé
ãÖôÖíÄêëúäéÉé äãûÅì

1-ËÈ ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍËÈ îÂ‰Âð‡Î¸ÌËÈ ô‡‰ÌË˜ËÈ Å‡ÌÍ

◊è Ö Ç ç ß ë í ú“

To members, supporters
and the Ukrainian community

ÔÂðÂ‰‡π Ì‡È˘Ëð¥¯¥ ‚¥Ú‡ÌÌfl Ú‡ ÔÓ·‡Ê‡ÌÌfl

ÇÂÒÂÎËı ¥ ô‡ÒÎË‚Ëı
ë ‚ fl Ú ê ¥ Á ‰ ‚ ‡ ï ð Ë Ò Ú Ó ‚ Ó „ Ó

Merry Christmas
and
H a p p y N e w Ye a r

ßπð‡ðı‡Ï, ÑÛıÓ‚ÂÌÒÚ‚Û Ú‡ Ç¥ðÌËÏ ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍËı ñÂðÍÓ‚,
èðÓ‚Ó‰‡Ï ¥ óÎÂÌ‡Ï ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍËı íÓ‚‡ðËÒÚ‚,
éð„‡Ì¥Á‡ˆ¥È Ú‡ ìÒÚ‡ÌÓ‚, èð‡ˆ¥‚ÌËÍ‡Ï ¥ óÎÂÌ‡Ï Å‡ÌÍÛ ◊èÂ‚Ì¥ÒÚ¸“
Ú‡ ÇÒ¥Ï ìÍð‡ªÌˆflÏ Ì‡ ê¥‰Ì¥È áÂÏÎ¥ ¥ Ì‡ èÓÒÂÎÂÌÌflı

1st Security Federal Savings Bank
936 N. Western Ave., Chicago, IL 60622
Tel.: (773) 772-4500
Ù¥Î¥ª:

7918 Busleton Ave., Philadelphia, PA
5670 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, IL
820 N. Western Ave., Chicago, IL
2166 Plum Grove Rd., Rolling Meadows, IL

SELFRELIANCE UKRAINIAN FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
NEW JERSEY BRANCH
558 Summit Ave., Jersey City, NJ 07306
Tel.: (201) 795-4061 • Fax: (201) 795-4006

ìäêÄ∫çëúäÄ èêÄÇéëãÄÇçÄ
îÖÑÖêÄãúçÄ äêÖÑàíéÇÄ äééèÖêÄíàÇÄ
ÑËðÂÍˆ¥fl Ú‡ Ôð‡ˆ¥‚ÌËÍË ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍÓª èð‡‚ÓÒÎ‡‚ÌÓª äðÂ‰ËÚÓ‚Óª äÓÓÔÂð‡ÚË‚Ë
˘ËðÓÒÂð‰Â˜ÌÓ ‚¥Ú‡˛Ú¸ Ì‡¯Ëı ˜ÎÂÌ¥‚, ÛÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍÛ „ðÓÏ‡‰Û ‚ ‰¥flÒÔÓð¥ Ú‡ ÛÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍËÈ Ì‡ðÓ‰

Á ¥ ë Ç ß í ã à å ë Ç ü íé å
ê ß á Ñ Ç Ä ï ê à ë íé Ç é É é
¥ ç é Ç à å 2 0 01 ê é äé å

ïêàëíéë êéÜÑÄ∏íúëü!

ÉéãéÇçÖ Åûêé:
215 Second Ave., New York, NY 10003
Tel.: (212) 533-2980
Fax: (212) 995-5204
E-Mail: admin@uofcu.org
Website: www.uofcu.ORG

ëãÄÇßå âéÉé!

îßãßü:
691 Roosevelt Ave., Carteret, NJ 07008
Tel.: (732) 802-0480
Fax: (732) 802-0484

îßãßü:
35 Main St. S. Bound Brook, NJ 08880
Tel.: (732) 469-9085
Fax: (732) 469-9165
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Happy Holidays
from the

House of Ukraine, Inc.
Balboa Park * San Diego * California * 92101
(619) 291-0661 (phone/fax); sunnyukes@aol.com (e-mail)
http://groups.sandiegoinsider.com/Ukraine/ (website)
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ï ê à ë íé ë ê é Ñ à Ç ë ü
ÇÖëÖãàï ëÇüí
ê ß á Ñ Ç Ä ï ê à ë íé Ç é Éé
Ú ‡ ˘ ‡ Ò Î Ë ‚ Ó „Ó ç Ó ‚ Ó „Ó ê Ó Í Û
‚Ò¥Ï óÎÂÌ‡Ï, ∫ı êÓ‰ËÌ‡Ï Ú‡ èðËıËÎ¸ÌËÍ‡Ï

ìÍð‡ªÌÒ¸ÍÓ„Ó ßÌÒÚËÚÛÚÛ ÄÏÂðËÍË
—·‡Ê‡π—

ÑàêÖäñßü ìßÄ

THE UKRAINIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
OF NORTH AMERICA

would like to wish all their
members, colleagues and friends
a Happy and Healthy
Holiday Season

UMANA
2247 West Chicago Ave.
Chicago, IL 60622
773.278.6262
www.umana.org

May your holiday celebrations
be warm and wonderful,
and give you memories
that keep well into 2001!

And thank you, our dear readers,
for your many kind words
and continuous support
of our efforts

at The Ukrainian Weekly.
Roma Hadzewycz
Ika Koznarska Casanova
Roman Woronowycz
Awilda Rolon
Serge Polishchuk

